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ness, cQrdially devoted to the cal,Jse of education, and pos· 
'sessed of ample ' means ' to carry out his purpose. in his 
hands, we feel that the f\lture prosperity of this j?urnal i~ 
assured, and that our obligations to subscribers, and adver~ 
tisers will be honorably disch,arged. The !!uccess of; the 
BOOKSELLER AND.sTAT~ONER, and of that new, but vig. 
orous monthly, THE ,WESTERN EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, 
added to tl;1e' ~tanding of ;Mr. J. Fred. Waggoner as a 
book publisher, have contributed to the confide,nce in the 
future of this paper above expressed. Free from pecu. 
niaryembarrassments or incumbrances of any kind; THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY was never before on so firm : a 
THE WEEKLY. 
New subsoribers sending $2.00 will reoeive the "Weekly" 
till January 1.1881, FREE. ' 
The" Weekly" is sent to subsoribers till ordered disoontinued, 
and arrearages paid aocordinc to postal requirements. 
, footing as it enjoys to-day. We therefore bespeak for this 
unflinching representative of independent educational 
journalism in the West, th!,! most hearty and active 'sup. 
port of all our true ' and tried patro,ns, and of everyone 
who cqn appreciate the importa'nce of such an organ to 
With this issue the proprietorship of THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY passes into other hands. We will n0t attempt 
in, ~his plac:;e, to-give expression to the feelings which 'swe'l-l 
the heart and tne reflections' which throng tHe m'ind as we 
write this brief valedictory. '. . , 
the cause of education. S. R. WINCHELL & CO. 
WE salute the re~ders of THE 'EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. in 
faking up the, pen of our, able and persevering predecessor Wt; 
do not, we 'b'e.lieve, fail to appredate the responsibilities assume,d 
~o the subscrib~rs of this jour~al" or the important services it is 
designed to render to the cause of educatio'n. To meet these 
demands we shall not rely' wholly upon ourselves, what~ver 
,qualifications our experience in educational and editorial work 
may. have give~ us. We shall retain ~any of the present con-
tributors, and shall call in a number of others, includin'g some 
of the foremost educational writers of this country. Certain 
new features will be given to the paper as soon as arrangements 
have .been completed. These will be manifest as th'e weeks , go 
by,. We th,oroughly understand that this journal will not meet 
the demands of western teachers unless it keeps fully abreast of 
any of its , American contemporaries. This much it must do j 
and with the present staff of contribut,ors aQd supI!o,rt!!rs, Tt!in. 
forced by thos~ who are to join u,s, within a few weeks, tflis much 
it undertakes to accomplish. 
, ' 
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL FUND. 
Most of our readers have known of the pride with which 
this publication was entered upon four years ago, and the 
devotion with which it has been sustained. No work ever 
undertaken by us has afforded more pleasure or gratifica-
tion in its prosecution than the publication of this paper, 
although no other has demanded one-half the time and 
labor which we have personally given to this. It has bt;!en 
ou~ pleasure to establish and maintain a weekly journal of 
education in the West which is recognized as ' a power 
throughout the land, and is accorded a measure of respect 
of which any publisher might be justly proud. In accom-
plishing this, we have had the generous support and assist-
ance of some of the noblest men and women to be found 
in the ranks of American educators. The names of our 
editors need not be mentioned. We wish ~imply to ac-
knowledge great indebtedness to them for their unselfish 
'and faithful 'co-operation. Our readers have been indul- By the Burnside bill, ' which passed the United States Sena't~ 
11 last week, the net .proceeds of the sa,les of the . public' lands a, ~d 'gent, and genera y steadfast friends. They are more nu-
inerous to-day than ever before. This fact has rendered the net receipts from the Government fees for patents ar.e f0r. 
ever set apart for the education of the people. It provici'es that 
us unwilling to make the transfer 'of the pape'r, now con-
, . ' the Secretary of the Treasury shall yearly apportion to the sev-~ummated, until we felt confident t'hat it would redound 
, eral States and 'Territories and the District of Col~mbi!1, ulilon 
to the good of all. the ba~is Qf the population betw,een the ages of 5 and 20 years', 
, After our other business had grown to such proportions the net proceeds from the two sources above ,mentioned, which 
tltat to attend to both it and the WEEKLY satisfa,ctorily, sha.ll be credited on the Books of the Treasury as an educatien 
was too great a' tax upon our strength and time, we still fund, drawit)g four percent. interest per 'annum. The intere~t 
declined advantageo~s offers from parties eager to reliev.e only is to pe paid to the uses defined by the' bill: tw,o-thirds tc? 
us of the publication of the WEEKLY, until, in the 'negotia- be appropriated to .the education of aU child'llen between 6 and 
lions now happily concluded. we have found a man long , 16 yeats, of age, and ,the othet, third to tire ~empletion oti the 
'-expellienced, and always ,successful in the publishing busi- , endbwm'ent of the several' State agricultrt'raJ colleges, esfablisned 
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under the act of 1862, 'until the amount annuJlly thus accruing 
to each college shall reach $30,000, after which the whole in-
come of said fund shall be appropriated to the education of 
.children of the ages above stated. The Secretary of the Treas-
ury is authorized to add to the funds any sums given to the 
United States for this purpose. A sum not exceeding 50 per 
c~ntum of 'the amount received by any State the first year, and 
t:lot exceeding ten per centum in any year thereafter may be ap-
plied at discretion to the maintenance Of schools for the instruc-
tion of teachers of common schools. 
It is provided that for the first ten years the apportionmen t 
shall be made according to the population of ten years old and 
upward, who cannot read and write. Of course as long as the 
distribution is made on this basis by far the most of it will go to 
the Southern States, which in 1870 contained 5,573,646 persons 
above ten years of age who could not read and write, against 
1,941,045 of the same definition in the Northern and Western 
States. It is noteworthy that the most stalwart advocates of this 
bill are representatives of the States which will receive least, 
during the first dec~de, as Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Ver-
mont and other North(lrn and Western States, with comparatively 
few illiterates. 
T'he advanced principles established by this bill, if it shall 
receive the approval of the H9use and the President, are of 
greater consequence than the amount of aid it will render the 
coinmon schools for some time to come; for, since it is provided 
that this mea~ure shall not in any respect interfere with the pre-
emption and homestead laws, timber culture and military bounty 
acts, under which most of the enormous sum or" 9,249,379 acres 
of public land disposed of in 1879 were located, and under which 
the greater part of the claims of the future are likely to be mad~, 
it is estimated that the fund realized for educational purposes 
~ill not exceed $1,500,000 a year, producing an annual income 
of no more than $60,000. It is probable, indeed, that it will fall 
below this amount. In time the principal will swell to an 
immense fund, and the annual revenue will afford very appre-
ciable help to the cause of public education. But this bill 
establishes the new rule that hereafter the general government 
will retain the principal of its gifts to education in its own keep-
ing, where it cannot be squandered, or appropriated by the States 
to . the payment of State debts, or, as in some cases (Tennessee, 
for example), used to arm rebels. Of course the present terri-
tories will receive the 16th and 36th sections, for a common 
school fund, and the same amount for colleges, and the same per-
centage on sa.les of public lands as other Western States have 
received, to be disposed of by themselves; but this national 
fund, as we have above stated, will be kept in the hands of the 
nation, which reserves to itself the right to say on what con-
ditions the annual allowance will be paid over, stipulating, among 
other things, that to be entitled to the benefits of this act any 
state must maintain, for at least three months in each year, until 
January I, 1885, and thereafter four months in each year, a sys-
tem of fiee schools for all children between six and sixteen year~. 
Any state misapplying any of the money received under this act 
shall forfeit further grants until the amount so -misapplied shall 
have been replaced by said State. . 
It is a most significant fact that notwithstanding the anti-states-
rignts principle involved in these conditions ' was strongly com-
mented upon, only six senators voted against the' bill. The 
eountry will have gr:ea't reason to rejoice if such a measure 
becomes a law, and all the States voluntarily give it) their adhe-
sion to this principle. Illiteracy is a national peril. It is a 
yawning gulf beneath the corner stone of the Republic. There 
is but one remedy for the evil, and that is to close it. The 
states that aTe suffering most call upon the' nation for help to rid 
themselves of this illi teracy. It will not do 'for us to taunt them 
wi~h ~heir indifference to pU,blic school . instruction in the past, 
and charge them, as we could justly do, with not con!ri~uting all 
they are able to do now. It is our own house that IS In danger 
of destruction; the consequences of this evil ' are alr~a~y man-
ifest in the halls of the national capitol; hordes of Ilhterates, 
as victims of other illiterates, are pouring in upon us by thous-
ands' we cannot exclude them if we would, we cannot escape 
their'influence wherever they are; we are a nation and they are 
a part of it-we must bear the consequences at home and the 
dishonor abroad which their illiteracy entails, and. it is th:refore 
a national duty to utterly extinguiSh it. Our only regret IS that 
the Teller amendment did not prevail, which would have devoted 
the principal of the fund for the first ten years on the plan now 
proposed instead of the interest, which will be a mere bagatelle 
compared with the demands of the case. 
SHORTSIGHTEDNESS IN SCHOOLS. 
PROF. COHN, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BRESLAU. 
Prof. Hermann Cohn, of the University of Breslau, has trans-
mitted to the Bureau of Education a table showing the rapid 
increase of shortsightedness in variolls grades of schools. The 
table shows the resu~ts of the examination of the eyes of 42,619 
pu pils. The professor states that shortsightedness is seldom 
found in~ village schools, th~t it increa:ses from class to class, and 
that the causes are tQ be ascribed to defective light in school-
rooms, to the small type in text books, and especially to the 
large amount of home work, In the lower classes, from I to 25 
per cent. of the pupils examined wt!re short-sighted, while in 
the higher classes their number increased to '60 and 80 per ,cent. 
At the Gymnasium of Heidelberg it reached 100 per cent. At the 
school of the ,logy, 79 per cent. of the 639 students examin.ed 
were short-sighted. In twenty-five secondary schools, WIth 
9,°96 pupils, 22 p~r cen.t. ~ere short-sighted in the. lower classes, 
and 53 per cent. In the highest class. In five yIllage schools, 
with 1,486 pupils, only 1.5 per cent. of the pupils were sho.rt-
sighted; in ,.twenty elementary city schools, WIth 4,978 pupIls, 
1.8 per cent. were found. 
The professor recommends a reform in the lighting system of 
school house's, the abolishment of small type and poor paper for 
text books, newspapers and periodicals" and a reduc~ion in. the 
amount of home work, because few pupils find a SUitable hght 
at home, ~uch as is necessa~y for the rreservation of the eye. 
REPAIRS FOR THE SCHOOL-HOUSE. 
It is often complained :that the needed repairs for school-
houses, and school-rooms are shamefully neglected by ' those 
who should attend to them, to the great detriment of the school 
itself, and often with the result of seriously i.njuririg the health 
o( teachers and pupils. Many instances of such negligence 
could be cited Tne slowness, the stolid conservatism, the lazy 
indifference on the part of school boards and school commis-
sioners, is often most reprehensible. ' It takes nearly an earth:-
quake to mqve them, .and even that does not always mov7 them 
far enough ahead to do any good. 
But there is sometimes much fault in these cases, on the 
part ~f teachers. They neglect to report the needs' of the 
school':room in proper season. They should remember the, pro-
verbial slowness of school boards, a~d call early"for what is 
needed. Besides, they should remember that the members of 
the board, being occupied elsewhere, seldom have opportunity 
to look into the school-room, and cannot have' any 'such ktiowl-
edge of its needs, as the teacher who' is there daily . . 
Teachers are often very careless in making out their scho~J 
lIegisters,: . This betokens a laxness and w,ant of. ~ystem tha~ IS 
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very reprehensible. The register should be filled out neatly, 
and be full as well as accurate, omitting nothing called for in it. 
Reports should be sent into the school board or commissioner 
regularly and promptly. and these should indicate plainly what-
ever your' school may need in ' conveniences and repairs, fur-
niture and apparatus. If you fulfill your duty well in this re-
gard, you will probably have much less cause to complain of 
the dilatoriness of those who are in duty bound to provide for 
the needs of your school. 
COMMON SENSE VE'RSUS VAIN ATTEMPTS. 
B. ALFRED HENNEQUlN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 
THE proper pronunciation of foreign words, commonly used 
in the English language, is a subject which, in my opinion, has 
not been considered carefully enough. Certain treatises on 
English pronunciation argue thert .. words borrowed from 
other languages should be pronounced as i,n the language from 
which they are taken"; others,-certain English grammarial1s, 
...!-decide that foreign wo,rds,-if used at all in Engli!?h,-should 
be considered as words belonging to the vocabulary of the 
mother tongue, and pronounced as English words. Which of 
the two statements is the correct one? I do not hesitate to say 
that neither the one nor the other, as a whole, is correct seeing 
that both are certainly lacking in f:ommon sense. ' .. 
In the first place, I do not propose to discuss whether or not 
foreign words should ~e i~troduce~ int? English literature, or 
into the language of dally life. Takmg It for granted that many 
3:uthors do use numerous French. wo~ds, and even expressions, 
to say wha~ could be far better saId wIth good, sensible and for-
cible Enghsh 1V0rds, let us merely see how we shall pronounce 
.s{lld ~orrowed words when, we read aloud the works of many 
Enghsh :l;uthor5. 
. Before giv!ng any :rules for their pronunciation, the foreign 
words used m Engl~sh should be divided into three classes: 
Jst. Those t~at are m c?mmon use; 2dly, those we use to des-
ignate somethlOg for whIch we have no word in English' and 
finally, those we use to add. elega~c.e (?) to our style. ' 
, I. M<I;ny words of foreign onglO, though often of modern 
introductIOn, used for purposes of every day life, have become 
Ellg/isle 'fl'ords, and should i?e treated as such. For instance, 
r:011lance.Is as much ~n English .word as population, though the 
former lS, comparatIvely speakmg, of modern introduction in 
some of its meanings, while the latter belongs to the Latin 'or 
Norman-French stock. It need not be said that the above 
words are always pronounced according to the rules (?) for 
English pronunciation. Yet, if we take such words as rmdez-
vous, how shall we pronounce them? Shall it be accordinp; to 
the French, that is to say with the final consonants of both 
words silmt" or shall we give the z sound to "rendez," and pro-
nounce "vous" vooz 7 'In my opinion, the answer is this: -If 
you consider the expression an English expression, if the best 
English dictionaries do not reject these words, then do not hesi-
tate to give them the English pronunciation. However odd the 
laying down of such a principle may seem, I believe that I can 
give,-and I propo,se to do so further on,-good reasons why 
this expression (rmdez-volls), or any other in common use, should 
be pronounced as a compound Englisle 1lJord, applying to the 
same the rules for English pronunciation. 
2. There was no word in the English language for matinee, 
t. e., a morning entertainment, hence a word has Deen borrowed 
from the French. How shall itbe pronounced? I again decide 
in favor of the Eng/isle pronunciation of the word, i. e., the ee's 
• take ay in May,-and not the close French e with an ac!}te accent. 
I shall also give reasons to substantiate my statement, which I 
believe to be good. 
3. Words borrowed from a foreign tongue, merely FOR THE 
SAKE OF INTRODUCING FOREIGN WORDS OR EXPRESSIONS, should 
be pronounced as if one were actually speaking"in !he language 
from which they are taken. For instance, if I introduce such 
expressions as a propos, en passant, ala va sans din, etc., I claim 
these words should be pronounced as they are in French. 
I now proceed to back up all the statements I have made' above 
with common sense arguments. We shall pronounce, did I say, 
foreign words in general use, or those introduced to designate 
something for which there is no word in English, as Ell/{lish 
words, because those who do not know that they are borrowed 
words do not know what is their ptonu",iation in the language 
from which they are taken. If such woros are in frequent use, 
they have a right to claim full citizenship in the English vocab-
ulary, and hence should be treated as such, ,and should not call, 
for a vain attempt to pronounce them according to the peculiar 
and complicated rules of some other l,ar.gllage. Imagine a 
scholar speaking English, and, owing to the fact that he is per-
fectly familiar with the French and Spanish languages, pronounc-
ing the foreign words of the following sentence as they are 
pronounced in t'lelanguage fro~ which they are taken: "The 
elmui I experienced in reading Do,n Quixote in my boudoir was 
great enough!" Give the correct French pronunciation to ennui 
and boudoir, and the Spanish pronunciation for Don Quixote, 
and I feel confident that -these three words will not be under-
stood, yea, by those even who use them cOllstal/tly. But allow me 
to illustrate this more fully py reversin~ the order ~f things . 
The French have introduced a large n,llmber of English words 
into their language; and, if in comm~m use, or if borrowed to 
stand for words that are wanting in the language, they, the 
French, treat them as French words. Now) will say in gool;l 
French: "Lord Buckillgham est venu au dub apres Ie steeple-
dtase." A Frenchman, not familiar with English, has nevtr 
heard of Lord Buckingham, nor of a, dub, nor of a steeplechase; 
yet he is acquainted with Lor Buk-kank-gam (Bu with French u 
sound), often goes to the dub (French plCuliar u sound), apd is 
fond of a stay-plle-dlase (ch like sh, and a of chase as a in far). 
To conclude, if you pronounce foreign. words in ·af.oreign, hot 
to say ridiculous, manner, you run the risk of not. b~mg unde~­
stood ;, and, what is worse still, you , ~ppear to be glvmg an exhI-
bition-frequently a very poor one-of your knowledge of for-
eign tongues. , Of course if you wish t6 do this, cating but little 
whether you be understood or not, then,-as I state in my thi'rd 
case, i. e" foreign words used to give elegance (7) to the mother 
tongue,-pronnunce your wO"rds tht best you can to gratify your 
own depraved taste or fatuity, the hea'rer will care but very 
little what kind of pronunciation YOll do give to such words, as 
they are to him, for the most part, if not all, , Greek or Hebrew. 
All the above may not be English gramlljar, out it is certainly' , 
common sense versus the vain attempt, so usually made i,l this 
country, to pronounce French, Italian and Spanish words,-USED 
AS ENGL1SH WORDs,-according to the pronunciation such words 
have in the language from which they are taken. 
Ann Arbor, December, 1880. 
THE MODEL SCHOOL AT BRUS·SELS. 
From information received at the Bureau of Education; it appears that the 
Ecole Modele, or model school,' at Brussels~ contliins 400 boys, aged from 7 to 
14. It is not a free school, the' annual tuition fee being ISO francs. There 
is a Kindergarten attached, where boys from .S to 7 are received. The regu-
lar school has three departments: the prim~ry, consi~ting ofl boys from, 7 to 
9; th~ intermediate, Qf boys from 9 to 12, and tfle higilest, of bays from 12 
to IS, who are prepared for industri&:.l pursuits. Th~r~ 'are 12 classes, each 
containing about 34 boys. ' the hours of study are (~om 8 to 12, and from 
half.past 'one to 4 o'clock, Each lesson lasts three-quarters of an hour, and 
is followed by a quarter of an hour's recreation, while every Thursday is a 
half.holiday. Seven hours are devoted everyvteek to gymnastics. No home 
work is given, and no corporal punishment is allowed. Religious instruction : 
is excluded from the school, as is also Euclid and demonstrative geometry. 
The class.rooms are carefully lighted from the Ieee, and great pains is taken 
to make them cheerful. Drawing hilS an important place in the curriculum, ' 
anp is' taught in all classes. Language holds the first place in the list of 
subjects
r 
taught. Grammar is not taught, but translatiO\ls from Flemish 
into French, and from French into Flemish are freely practiced, and, as a 
very important practical aid to co~rect language, no incomplete sentences are 
allowed in answering questions. Next to language comes science, and this 
is taright with great preci~ion. There is a museum, which is constantly in-
4:reas~d by tlieboy's' themselves. ·'Every' feacher 'teac>hes without a' liook . . ,4 .;:; 
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MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
EDITOR, DAVID KIRK, JACKSON, M,NN. 
INSTANTANEOUS ' INTEREST. 
Our readers will re ember that this subject was discussed 
some time ago, and a rule was' obtained for computing com-
pound interest on the supposition the interest is added to the 
principal as soon as it accrues, that is, at every successive infin-
i!esimal period of time. The formula for interest calculated 
in this way is, Log. A=Log. P + M t r, in which A is the 
amount, p the principal, M the modulus of the common 
system of logarythms, I the time, and r the rate. 
If compound interest were found in ' this way, the various 
misunderstanding in'determining the amount when the year is 
divided into a finite number of intervals would not arise. 
The following method 'of solving interest problems , when~ the 
time is divided into an infinite n,umber of intervals is communi-
cated by D. H. Davison: 
INST ANT ANEOUS INTEREST 
Determined without the use of logarithms. To illustr;lte, we 
will take th~ rate r=08 per annum; then 
(I + r)'=1 .08'=I.08=Amt. of $1. compounded I time in a year 
~J + ~)'=I.04' 1.0816= .. "" 2 h " 
(J+~}4=I.024=-1.082432=" " " 4" " 
(1+8)8=1.018 1.082856=" .. " 8 " " 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - &c. In general, when r is subdivided e times' 
then (I +~}must ·be compounded e times in a year and we have 
(I +~)"=Amt. Expanding this equation by the Binomial Theo-
rem we have,' 
e,I .... r I e+ ___ _ + e 
e(e-l }le··r• 
I.2.e" + 
e( e-1 )( e-2 ) I e'3r3 
I.2·3·e3 
+ __ ' __ &c. 
. The factors IN Ie,. &e., each=l. 
. e( e- 1 }r· 
I.2 ~ e" 
+ e(e-l)(e-2}r3 '+ ____ &c .. 
. 1.2·3·e3 
When e= infinity, as it will when r is subdivided an infinite 
nUrhber of times, and the term (~+~) is compounded an infinite 
b f ·· . I e(e-I) e(e-I)(e-2} num ero hmes 10 a year, then the factors -- , 
. e' e3 
&c., may each be considered to=I, and by cancelipg these fac-
tors we have 
{1+~Y=I+r + ~ + ~ + ~+ __ rs_+, ______ &c. 
2 2.3 2.3,4 2.3.4.5 
- From this series the Amt. of $1. for I year can be determined 
at any required rate per cent. . 
To find the Amt. of $1 for n years, the Amt. of $1 for one year 
must be raised to the nth power = (I+~)"n. Expanding this 
term by the Binomial Formula we readily obtain the General 
Series 
n'r 
2 + 
+ _________ ~ ____ &c. 
Either ef these s~ries may be summed by the following prop-
osition: Any term, after lite /irst, may be derived from the 
preceding term by multiplyin~ by tbe second term and dividing 
by the nu~ber of the lerm less one. • 
EXAMPI:.E. 
What will $5,00,900 ~mount , to. in 3 years and'9 montlis at 8 per 
cent. ~ompounde~. evert. i~sta~t? ,nr " .... ,3l )<. .08 ~.~ 
.3+2 = .15 
" 3 = .1 
" 4 = .075 
" 5 = .06 
" 6 = .05 
" 7~·io 
I. 
)<.0·3 
" .045 
" .0045 
" 
" 
" 
3375 
2025 
101 
4 
$I.34985~8 =Amt. of $1. 
multiply by 500,000 = $674929.40 Ans. 
Minonk, Ill. D. H. DAVISON. 
SCHoeL -LAW. 
LAW POINTS FOR TEACHERS. 
The December session of the Ci;cuit Court at Decatur, has heard a case ~f 
some interest to teachers. Last January a teacher of the second ward, under 
the direction, and in the presence of the principal, whipped a boy for disor-
derly conduct. Nothing was thought of the punishment until the boy had an 
attack of fever soon afterward which prostrated him for more than a week. 
The father brought suit against the Board of education, the city supcrintendent, 
the ward principal, and the teacher who inflicted punishment. The 'suit was 
brought to recover damages resulting from the boy's _sickness, though the 
teclinical charge was trespass, in order that the plaintiff need not give se'cu , 
rity forlcosts. It appeared from the testimony that the two sticks used were 
quite small; that the number of blows inflicted was very large; that the boy 
did not at the time seem much hurt; that there were bad marks on th,e flesh; 
that the punishment probably precipitated the fever, but could not have been 
the sole producing cause. We think some points in the courts' instructiortS 
to the jury will be interes ting to teachers. ' 
It is the 'law that all who, with full knowledge of the facts, aid, command 
advise or assist in the commission of -a wrong by another are equally liable 
with the one who commits it. 
If the jury finds that the pupil was unlawfully or immoderately whipped by 
the teacher, under the direction of the principal, then you should find both 
teacher and principal guilty. ' 
If the jury believe from the'evidence that the boa·rd of education and ,the 
city superintendent were not present when the pupil was whipped, and in no 
way aided or ab~tted in such whipping, then the jury should, as to such of 
the defendants, find not guilty. The jury are instructed that the teacher has 
not the full power of the parents so far as the infliction of corporal punish-
ment is concerned, but must confine himself to a moderate castigation, and 
that commensurate with the offense committe~. While it is the law, t.hat a 
school teacher may lawfully exercise so much of restraint or correc,!ion as 
may be reasonably necessary to preserve good order in school, yet, the' power 
of the teacher must be reasonably and temperately exercised; and, if the 
punishment be clearly excessive, the teacher will be liable, .although, in his' 
own judgment he might deem the punishment necel;sary and proper. 
Whether the alleged whipping was reasonable or unreasonable, is a question 
for the jury, , 
If the teachers punished said pupil in a reasonable manner, then the jury 
should find the defendants not guilty; although said pupil may, from such" 
punishment, have suffered from a fever. 
. The trial occupied three days, and the jury remained another day, four fo~ 
acquittal, and the remainder in favor of light damages, when 'the judge .dis-
missed them without a verdict. 
SUPERVISORY SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
An Iowa correspondent inquires what States have State Superintendents; 
and puts several other questions in regard to the supervision pf schools in ' 
various parts of the country. These queries, and others, that are frequently ' 
uttered, are answered in the following facts, gleaned from the latest report 
of commissioner Eaton: 
Superintendents, or commissioners, as they are called in some States, ' ~re . 
elected by the people in 21 States and 2 :Territories, viz. : In Alabama, 'Ar" 
kansas, California, Colorado, Illinois, Indil,lna, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri. Nebraska, Nevada, North Caro-
lina, Ohio, Oregon, South Caroli~a, West 'Virgi~ia, Wisconsin, Arizona and ' 
Utah. -
They are chosen by the State Board of Education in five States, viz.: Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island and Texas. . 
They are appointed by the governor, gene'rally with consent of council, in 
8 ~tates and 3 Territories: Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maine, Minnesota, 
New Hampshire" Pellnsylvania, Tennessee, J?akota, Montana, and Wash-
Ington. • • -' , .; , _,,' .1 
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$72 A WEEK. $.0 a day at home easily made. Costly S:E' LF-CULTURE Outfit (ree. Address TRUR & Co .• Augulta. Me. 
I OWA COLLEGE. GRINNRLL. IOWA. For Caialogue. etc .• address the President. GRO. F. MAGOUN. D. D. 
pLAYS, Tableaux, Dialogues, Recitations, Colored F ire, 
Wigs. Moustaches. etc. Cataloo:ues sent free by HAPPY 
HOURS CO .• No. ~ Beekman St .• K. Y. 
. 
'0' HANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT .• o( Dartmouth 
College. Liberal Education on a scientific basis. Ad· 
dress Prof. E. R . RUGGLES Hanover. N. H. _ 
14 PAGE PRICE LIST. with' ~fi(teen varieties. unused. 
: or fifty varieties used. Foreign postage stamps, sent 
postpaid on rect'ipt of ten cents. Fred. T. Egerton, North-
field. Mass. 
FOOD SUPERIOR TO PHYSIC. HoYT's Wheatena and Graham Foods are used with great r.uccess in c ses 
of!constipation, dyspepsia, &c. Send stamp for 16 page book 
and other circulars. C. H. HOYT & SON. 103 Varick St. N. v: 
A RARE BOOK is the Genuine 6th and 7th Book o( Moses, -400 pages. ,,2 plates, (English print.) Also over 
. 500 other rare books, list for stamp. Address, -
' . J. G. STAUFFER. 
Palmyra, Pa. 
HIGH SCH00L DEPARTMENT of State Normal 
University Special attention is paid to fitting you ng 
men for College. For years its graduates have entered Har. 
vard, and other fir:it-class colleges, wit hout condit ions. 
The En~lish course presents rare opportunities to young 
men preparing for budness, or young ladies desirin& a thor-
ough course of study_. For further information address 
E . }. J a mes. Ph. D .• Normal. III. 
I LLINOIS STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY. (or the special preparation of te!'chers. The (ull course of study 
requires three years . . TUUlOn free to those who pledge 
thems.eh·es to teach In the State: to others, $30 per year. 
High School Departm~nt offers the best advantages for pre. 
parang (or college or for business .. Tuition, $30 per year. 
Grammar School Depanment (urnlshes excellent facilities 
for obtain~ng a Kond. practical educa~ion. Tuition. $25 per 
year. PT~mary Department~ a charming place (or the ~'lill i e 
folks." 1~r~ .. beginS Ma-ch.8. 1880 . fo'or particulars ad-
dre2ls EdWin C. Hewett .. PreSident, Normal, 111. 
'PLAYS, DIAEOGUES,' & TABLEAUX. 
For Schooh and Amateurs, of suitable lenglh , fr .!m dramas 
to short farces. ' Number o! characters and time required to 
suit 0:1 11. No s~enery reqUired . Very popular, o:Ind receiv-
ing hi~ hest praise fro~ tcachers and pres". Recitations. 
Send for full DeSCriptive Catalo~ue 
'I'. l!I DENISON 
70 Metropolitan Block. Chicago. ill. 
THE 
"Musical ~urriculumJ}) 
By GEO. F. ROOT, 
The Best Piano Instructor ever 
Published. 
The" MUSICAL CURRICULUM" early opens up the beauties 
of the theory o( music; and gives the pupil glimpses of the 
science. while it teaches the art. The gradual development 
of the subject is fascin ating. Whatever is of an abstract 
nature is continually relieved by the introduction of pleas-
ing exercises or son is. which. ",:hilc constantly progressing, 
furni .. h, also, agreeable rebxallon . 
The lessons are so arranged that the voice can be cultiv-
ated with the fingers-the one helping the other. 
Give the "Musical Curriculum" a 
careful examination. 
~ Price, 83.00, by mall, prepaiCl. 
JOHN CHURCH & CO., 
No, 5 Union Square, New York. I Cincinnati, o. 
l!IOUDER'S CR!CA,"'O 
Busin.ess College, 
218 and 080 W. Madison St .• Chicago. III. Established 
{or tcn ye~rs and.is a large and Bros~8rou5 institution with 
'an extcmave Busloess Exchange department. 
Students can enter at any time. Six months' tution, S4s. 
Send for circulars giving (ull .pa rticulars. 
J.). SOUDER. Proprietor. 
5 0 ELEGANT CABDS. FIFTY STYLES. with name. 10 centS. 40 TRANSPARENT, 
10 eents. Stamps taken. • 
PEARL CO •• Brockp~rt, N. Y. 
By JAMES FREEMAN CLARKE. 
12mo. 81.50. 
Introd .. ction: I. Ma.. made to C"ow; 2. Training 0/ 
the Body; 3 . Best Use 0/ 7ime; 4. Self-Knotedge; 5. Ed .. • 
cat£o,. if the O,.gans if Obser'tJatio,.; 6. Education 0/ the 
Rejlective Faculties; 7. The Intuitions; 8. Culture if the 
Imagination; Q. Education if the Conscience; IO. Educa. 
tio" if the Ajfect£ons; II. Education iftl" Faculty 0/ "'I'll ' 
erencel ' I2. '1 he Acquisi#on 0/ Motley as at M,aNs of .Ea_ 
ucation; I3. Educatio .. oj tl" Temper; I4. Educatioll by 
Books and Readin/{; I5 I!ducation 0; Courage; 16. Do. 
itt/[ E'tJerything Thoroug"'y; I7. Educalio .. if the Will. 
I8. Ed,,,,,tion by A,..usement; IQ. Education if Hope; 20, 
Education if Each Mall's Special Gift; 21 . Education t 
tI" Love of Beauty; 22. Education by Seeking tne Trut.; 
Twenty-two Lectures fun a f the ripe experience, profound 
wi~dom...t.. broad views, and beautiful relIgious spirir. which 
makes lJr. U arke one o( the (oremost men of his day.-Sat. 
urday E'tJening Gazette. 
HELIOTYPE 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Beautiful reproductions o( the best 
ancient and modern p ictures printed 
in permanent ink on fine paper, 
19X24 Inches . Descriptive catalogue 
sent free on applic. tt~n. Ii portfolio 
of charming pictures can be bought · 
for the price Of an ordinary steel en-
~aving. SO Cents each. 
Sent ~ostPaid, 0 .. receipt if P,.ice, by the publishers. 
JAMES R: OSGOOD & CO .• Boston. 
COOD READINC. 
$25 VTORTH FOR '$2 ! 
The: following sto les are printed from new. la rge type, on 
fine. heavy oaler, and cost from $1.00 to $ ' .50, edch in 
bound Dook-form. 1 hey are writtc:n by we ,l'known and 
p pula r authors. and should be wlddy circulaled. A single 
copy will .be sent · by mail post paid, on receipt of price . 
For One l. oUaT we will send any ten con e utifJe storzes 
and for Two Dolla'-s we will send'*the Iw~"t)' ,10".,;& by mail' 
post-~aid. The size of the page IS SXII inches, a'nd each 
IItory IS Ct)mplete. 
I. Ne Ii • • the Clockmaker·. Daughter .. ......... .... .... . IOC 
2. Not Forsaken. By Agnes Glberne . ........... . . . ... . 10C 
'3· Bede's Charity. By Hesba Stretton .......... .......... I5C 
4. Life o( Rev. T. DeWitt Talm.ge ........................ I5C 
s· 1 he Young Apprentice. By Hesba Stretton .......... IOC 
6. Sheer uff. By A L. O . E .... ......................... ISC 
7· In " rison and Out. By He.ba Stretton .. ...... . ... IOC 
8. History o( a Threepenny Bit. f ............................. Ioc 
9· Frogggy's L ittle Ilrother By Brenda ................. I5C' 
10. C~rist l e·s Old I;>rgan. By Mrs. O. F, Walton ...... IOC 
II W,ndowCurtams. ByT S. Artbur ... ' ....... .... 20C 
12. A Thorny Path. By H espa Stretton ........ ..... . .. IOC 
'3. The Poor Clerk and his Crooked Sixpence ............ IOC 
14. Ninety·nineLhoice.Rendmgs and Recitatlons .. . ... IOC 
15 . T he Little Captain. By Lynde Paimer ............. . IOC 
16. The Octagon; or The Old Ferry ........ : ...... ... . IOC 
17. The Young Whaler. By W. H. G. Kingston .......... Ioc 
18. Chautauqua Lectures . . . . . .. ........ . . . ....... • • • . . IOC 
19. The Ki "g's Servants . By Hesba Strettou: .. . ........ IOC 
00. Other Fools and Their Doin.~s ... ............... .......... I5c 
SPECIAL OPPRR -To any reader o( this paper who will 
send us 80.00 for above list of stories. we will send a packet 
of the handsomest Reward Cards in the market. Order at 
once. as this offer will not appear again. Address. 
J. S. OGILVIE & CO., l'ublis oelS, o. Rose St, New York. 
THE ACME P!PERS~ 
ALL THE RAGE IN SCHOOLS. 
Size 8xio heavy, 35 ets per 100 shts. 
" 8xl0 liolLt, 28" i. " H 
if 8x 12 J4 heavy 40" . it U it 
" 8x12J4 light 30" to to <t 
The above are net prices fo: which the: paper will be 
sent PRRPAID, 10 any address in the United Statesl It may be printed with any heading witflo .. t exl,.a 
charXI. 
We will send it either with or without marginal line at 
the left. ." 
It may be had in Pads at correoponding rates. 
BindelS for the same, 35 cents and 45 cents each .. 
Write for special terms for lara;e quantities. and send for 
samples to ""'-... .. 
S. B. WINCHELl!. & CO., 
CHIOAGO, ILL. 
~~~I~~fu!~!~a~hE~~c~~c~e~ Schools Fire .uarms, Farma, tlte. Fur Lx W:ARRA'NTED. · Catal~e BeDl Free, VANDU~EN &. TIFT, Clnoin"ltl. O. 
AGENTS WANTED! 
We want reliable, wide awake men and women in every 
neil'hborhood. town. county or state in the West. to sell an 
article that has only to be exbibited in order to secure 
ready and profitable sale. ' 
THE 
Photographio 
FAMILY REeORD. 
This excellent Engraving was designed by an artist of 
rare taste and ingenuty. The shading is admirable, the 
drawing excellent. the handling all that could be desired. 
while the beauty and harmony of its conception mllst com-
mend the work of everybody. It places the (amily in' a 
loving gr up where each and all may be seen at' a glance, 
and itives the important facts connected with the birth, 
marriage or dt:ath of each. 
The size of the Engravings is 20 by 24 inches. J 
Ministers and th'e Pres -all that have seen it-commend 
it in the highest terms. • 
Nothing like it has never been offered to lhe puhlic. It 
is a rare chance for perseDS to make money. 
TEACHERS 
Will find it easy to double their wages by spending a rew 
hours eacK week canvassing their neighborhood for the 
Record. 
All who mean business are invited to addres us at once 
for terms. . 
We will send a sample Record to anyone who desires 
to work, post raid, on receipt of So cents, which i. one· 
third the retai price .. or framed in 2 inch Rosewood frame, 
French glass. gilt lining. for $0.5°. also 0 . inch black-
walnut (rame. gilt lining. $3.00. . 
Rely upon it we are prepared to offer the most liberal 
terms to all who ma\ wi!th to engage in a lucrative. honest 
and commendable employment. • 
We especially call upon TRACHERS to engage in the sale. 
of this 
FAMILY RECORD. 
and to that end respectfully .o.icit their correspondence. 
TERRITORY FOR SAL'E. 
For full descr iption o( Record-l!'rms to Agents. cir-
lars and a complete outfit-address with . tamp 
PHOTOGRAPHIO BEC(JBO CO., 
'34 Madi.on Street·. CHICAGO, ILb. 
SHELDON & CO., 
Publish the (ollowing Nllw and ATTRACTlVR School Books : 
Olney's Arltllmetics, . . 
t A full Common School coulSe in two books.) . 
Olney's A1a:ebras "" Wcller Jlathematl., •• 
Patterson's I!!Ipellers. 
Colton'. New t.leolP"apllles. 
l!Illaw's Ena:lisll Llt .. J:ature. . 
Lossh.,,'s Outline of" U. l!I. History. . 
Hooke1"11 New Pilysiology. . 
Chapin's J!'1rst Principles of" Political Eeon. 
oruy. 
A very's Elenlents of" Natul'al P1l1l080pJly. 
mil's Elem. of" Riletoric and Composition. 
.Palmer's Elements of" Book.keepinc • .. 
I,ltroduclo,.y Prices Greatly Reduced. J 
CRICAG, OFFICE, Room 3~. ~entral Music I,Iall. 
~E -HAVE THE BEST THING om 
FOB .A.GENTS. 
Price. 50 cents~ Sample and complete outfit sent on re-
ceipt of 40 cents to those who MI!:AN BUSINESS,and 
.. pply for agency. Send (or outfit at once. aud go to ",!ork • . 
WILLARD ·M. WOOD & CO .• publisher's agents for 
standard books. 216 E. Washington St,. Room 8, Chicago. 
Ill. Drawer w. • 
LEE do SHEPARD, Boston.. 
LA.Tl.N SCHOOL SERIES. ' 
SELECTIONS FROM LATIN CLASSIC AUTH0RS. 
With N tes and Vocabulary. By FRANCIS GARD/lIlR. A. 
M . GAY. and A. H. BUCK. Mailers of the BOlton Latin 
Schbol. I.~Ph .. drus. Justin. Nepos.-$t"5. 1I.-C .... ar. 
Curtius. Ovid . ..:..f' .50. , 
. BACON'S ESSAYS. With Annotatipn.. By Archbishop 
WHATRLY. Student's edition. $0.50. Sent by mail. pos!· 
paid on receipt of price. ' ' 
MUS/CAL KNQWLEDGE MADE E-48't' 1 
PROF. RICE'S MAGICAL INSTANT MUSIC TEACH· 
ING PIANO. 0RGAN AND GUITAR CHARTS, ETC., 
. $1.00. I2i'r MOlt rapid, c'orreci sy,stem on eartli. 'AieDtl 
wanted. Saye the -Adv't and send for Free music aDd temis 
to m43 S1'ATR SllRRRT, CHICAGO,ILL. Special offer lud,free 
lecture to earn!st .teac~en;. etc. . • 
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They are selected by joint ballot of the legislature in 3 states.: New York, 
Vermont and Virginia. 
They hold office by virtue of some other office in I State and 2 Territories : 
the principal of the State normal school for whites ,being ex-ujJiciu superin. 
tendent in Maryland. the territorial comptroller in Idaho, and the territorial 
·librarian in Wyoining. 
County superintendents, commissioners, or examiners exist in 29 States and 
8 Territories. 
They are elected by the people in 13 States . and 6 Territories; California, 
.colarado, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, 
New York, Oregon, South Carolina, Wisconsin, Dakota, Montana, New 
Mexico, U tah, Washington and Wyoming. 
They are appointed by the State Superintendent in Alabama; by the State 
Board of Education in rdississippi, New Jersey and Virginia; by county 
boards, in Georgia, Louisiana, ' Maryland and North Carolina; by county 
courts, in Arkansas. Kentucknand Tennessee; by the county probate judge 
in Ohio; and by conventions of minor school officers in Indiana and Penn: 
sylvania. In Arizona and Texas the county judges act as county superin. 
tendents, each judge in Texas appointing 2 examiners for his county. In 
Idaho the county auditors act as county school superintendents, except in 2 
counties, where the duty is assi~ned to the probate judges. 
Township superintendents chosen by the people form the rule throughout 
the State in Michigan and Vermont; while in Maine any town may choose 
such an officer, who is there termed a school supervisor. In Alabamll, under 
a law of February 7, 1879, a superintendent for each township or other 
school district is appointed by the county superintendent, subject to the ap. 
proval of the State Superintendent. \ 
. , 
STATE NEWS. 
IOWA. 
The Iowa Normal Monthly publishes a list of Iowa principals and super. 
.intendents of public schools. According to the directory we find the Agri. 
cultural College sends out 9 of the teachers in that list of principals and 
superintendent~, Co!nell, 12; Simpson, 7 ; Iowa Wesleyan,s; Upper Iowa, 
4: Central Umverslty, 4; Iowa College, 3; Western College, I. 
Eight hundred dollars a year is paid the teacher of vocal music in the 
public schools of Muscatine. 
Supt. Sabin, of Clinton, has been instructed by the school- board to employ 
a special.teacher in penmanship. . . 
The Hon. John Eaton, U. S. Commissioner of Education, will plan his 
return from the South to Washington so as ·to be present at the Iowa State 
Teachers' Association, and deliver an address on Thursday evening, Dec. 30: 
'f.he West Branch schools were closed three weeks ago on account of the 
prevalence Qf diphtheria in the community, but .they have now opened again. 
There were: five deaths from the disease. 
ThiS' is rather late to publish the following report, but it will let his fellow 
teachers know what kmd of a school Mr. J. H. Orcutt conducts at Loudon, 
·and suggest the possibility of improvement much needed in some places. It 
'is for October: Number enrolled, t08; average number belonging. 95.5 ; 
average daily attendance, 89.7 ; per cent. of attendance, 93.9; per cent. of 
punctuality, 99.2.; cases of tardiness, 25 ; number neither absent nqr tardy, 
34· 
Callanon College, Des Moines, has already 160 students, a campu&" and a 
new building ready for the finishing touches in the spring. 
Rev. E. P. Smith writes as follows of Wilton Academy : 
The institution is continually winning favor. While entirely free from 
sectarian bias, we aim to make the Academy thoroughly Christian, and shal\. 
use all reasonahle efforts to make the institution safe and desirable as a 
school of intellectual and religious culture. The Academy will prepare stu· 
dents for any college or university in the state. It has already two classes 
in Latin, one in Greek, and two in German, and some st\ldents,in preparation 
for the university. 
The Mechanicsville school employs the following teachers: 
Mr. A. N. Fairchild, principal; Miss Emma Goodale, Asst.; Miss Mary 
Bray, Miss Carrie Decker, Miss Lillian Harvey, Miss Lottie Kalb. 
The attendance of Oskaloosa College for the fall term, shows an increase 
. of more than ten per cent. over that of the same term last year. The Sun-
day afternoon lectures, given ' in the ,coll~ge chapel by the ministers of the 
. different churchei in the city, have been well _a~tend~d, and have proven a , 
source of pleas,ure a!ld information to the students. The examinations just 
now closing embrace about 30 classes. Next, term opens Jan. 4, 1881, at 
which time several new classes ,will be formed: 
.. . - -
Supt. L. W. Parish, of the West Des Moines Public Schools, has submit_ 
ted his first annual report to the Board of Educatipn of that city, which:.fur. 
nishes some interesting statistics and recommend:\tions relating to the work 
ilone in the scheols. The figures show that there are 3,576 children in the 
district between the ages of 5 and 21 years; of these; 2,323 availed them-
selves to some extent of public school privileges. There is a total of 5 
buildings, with 39 rooms, and 2,056 sittings, 41 teachers, and an average of 
50.1 pupils to a teacher. Supt. Parish publishes in his report two very inter-
esting tables, prepared with considerable care and labor, showing the enu-
meration, enrollment, cost per capita, and average attendance in sixteen 
different cities of the United States, including West Des Moines; also the 
ages of boys and girls in all the various grades of the West Des Moines pub-
lic schools, with their, averages. From thi~ table it is seen that 32.4 per cent. 
of all the enrollment are in the first grade, about half as many in the second, 
half as many in the third, and a third as many in the fourth; 74.8 per cent. 
of the enrollment are in the four primary grades. A table is given showing 
the per centage of enrollment in each grade in New Haven, Davenport, 
Iowa City, Marshalltown, Des Moines, Chicago, Cleveland, Washington; 
also the average age of the different grades. . 
Only 20.3 per cent. remain in school long enough to finish the grammar 
grade work, and only 4.4 per cent. enter the high school. The superintend-
ent therefore urges the employment of teachers of proven skill in teaching, 
semi.annual promotions instead of annual, and less of written examinations. 
Respecting the studies, he says: .. The time given to geography has been 
reduced. * * * * Technical grammar is losing its prestige, and is 
hardly known below the seventh grade. Constant drill in the use of lan-
guage, both oral and written, take its place, and the children are really learn-
ing to enjoy what was once the school boys' abomination, cOlI!Position." 
He speaks with much sa\isfaction of the use of the supplementary reading 
obtained from the Boston public schools. "This principle of reading many 
pages, rather than drilling upon a few, is the basis of the Quincy plan for 
text· books in reading. The district purchases sets of all the best readers 
published, and places them in the different rooms, passing them from one 
school to the next, until each set has been used by its appropriate grade." 
This supplementary reading has cost during the year $24.34, and included 
25 copies of the Child's Monthly, 100 copies Easy Read~ng, 30 cop!es Lit~le 
Folk's Reading, 30 of The Nursery, 25 of Quackenbos U . S. HistOry, 25 
Hooker's Book of Common Things. 
Space will not permit any further quotations, but the paragraphs on dis-
cipline and buildings, apparatus, etc., can be profitably read by any school 
superintendent or principal. Supt. Parish has proven himself a worthy suc· 
cessor of the lamented Thompson. 
MICHl GA!<!. 
The Rev. M. B. Taylor has been appointed Acting President of Adrian 
'College, vice George B. McElroy, resigned. Mi. Taylor is 38 years old, a memo 
ber of the Pittsburg Conference of the Methodist Protestant Church, and 
lately accepted the pastorate of Plymouth Church here. He left Knox Co.l-
lege, Illinois, to serve in the Umon army, and after the war concluded hiS 
theological education in the Boston, Mass., Theological University. The 
selection is regarded as admirable. 
At the last meeting of the State Teachers' Association a committee was 
appointed on "Needed I:.egislation." 
At the session to be held at Lansing, beginning Dec. 28, the following 
points will be presented by the committee for consideration: I. Kind and 
amount of supervision desirable for country schools. 2. What extent of 
Territory should constitute the unit for purposes of supervision? Township, 
County, or Rep., District? 3. Who should examine teachers...,..a board or an 
individual? 4. Who should sU'perintend-one man or a board? 5. Should 
the examining and supervising power' be the same? 6. Methods of selecting 
examiners and superintendents-should it be by election or appointment? 7. 
The Township and District Libraries-what legislation is needed on their 
behalf? 8. Relation of the Department of Public Ins~ruction to the State 
educational institutions. 
Miss Rosa Muir, preceptress of the high school, has been appointed precep-
tress of Albion College. She has resigned her position at Flint. . 
. Mr. W. A. Greeson hal; resigned his position as .principal of the Flint high 
school, to take the positic;m of teacher ' of Latin and Greek in the Grand 
Rapids high school, made vacant by the resignation of Mr. Harrower l 
. 'Fhe diphtheria at Ludington is on the wane, and teachers are returning to 
their work. 
Miss Carrie Skinner, of Battle Creek, has .accepted a position as music 
teacher in the Mount Holyoke Semin!lrf, at Kalamazoo. She-will commence 
her dnties there after New Year's. 
Dr. Courtney, of Chicago, · will deliver the second of the Battle Creek 
Lecture Course on Monday evening, January loth. ·His subject will be 
,. Saint Paul.·' 
Prof. Bellows, 'of the normal school, read an able paper before the Young 
People's Society of the Presbyterian Ch\lIch, Ypsilanti, recen \ly. The .cUtll~ 
mercialpublishes a synopsis of it. The normal school closes for the hohqar.s 
Dec. 21. ' 
Four of the Marshall High School students, who refused to prepare their 
rhetorical exercises, have apologized and been restored to their seats . 
:Th~ public school library of Kalamazoo has a reading room in con~~~ti?n 
With It. It is. said to be meeting with much f:rvor on the part of CItizens. 
Supt. French IS reportedlas -doing his work in the city most acceptably,. '. 
'(be L ,ansing. R.epublican says: The Battle Creek ,,/uumal of Dec:. 9 
cont~ins an announcement Of the death in that 'city on Wednesday, of. MISS 
Hattie .Frey. 'She will be remembered by many as a (ormer teacher III the 
second ward school of the city, 'aiu{ a most estimable ' lady. The 1I1;~mb~rs 
of the school board acted as bearers of the casket at the funeral of. MISS 
Frey. 
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GINN &. IIEArfH'S CLAS'SICAL ATLAS. 
"SuPERIOR ' TO ALL SCHOOL ATLASES WITHIN OUR KNOWLEDGE."-The London Educational Times. 
BY A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL. D., F. R. G. S. 
Comprising in Twenty-three Plates, Colored Maps and Plans of all the Importa nt Cou·ntries and Localities referred to by Cla~si~~f 
Authors. Constructed from the best Materials, and embodying the Results of the most recent Investigations. With . a full 
INDEX OF PLACES, in which the proper qua ntities of the Syllables are marked by; 'F. HARVEY and E. WORSLEY, 
M. M. A., Oxon. . 
Bound in full cloth, with Guards, similar to Long's Classical Atlas (7~ x 12 inches). 
Also, bound in strong boards, cloth back, with ornamental cover (15 x 12 in.) 
OONTENTS. 
, 
"i~PPlan pf Rom~, 'and Illustrations of Classical Sites. Mp . . H~ Peloponnesus, Attica, Breotia, Phocis, lEtolia, et Acarnania. 
2 . The World as known to the Ancients. 15. Grrecia a Bello ' Peloponnesiaco, usque ad Philippum II. (et Mantinea; 
Leuctra, Platrea). 3. Map of the outer Geography of the Odyssey. 
4. Orbids Terrarum (et Orb. Homeri, Herodoti, Democriti, Sttabonis, 
Ptolemrei). 
16. Asia Minor (et Campus Trojre, BosIforos, Troas, Ionia, etc.) 
17. Syria et Palestina (et Hierosolyma, etc.) , 
5. Hispania. 
6. Gallia. . 
18. Armenia, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Assyria (et Iter Xenophontis). 
7. Insulre Britannicre (et Brit. Strabonis, Brit. Ptolmrei, etc.) 
'8. Germania, Vil}delicia, Rhretia, et Noricum. 
19. Regnum Alexandri Magni (et Granicus. Issus, Arbela). 
20. Persia et India (et India Ptolemrei). 
21. lEgyptus, Arabia, et lEthlopia (et lEgyptus Inferior). 
9. Pannonia. Da'cia, Illyricum, Mresia, Macedonia, et Thracia. 
10. ltalia Superior et Corsica. 
22. Africa (et Carthago. Alexandria, Numidia et Africa Propria). 
.23. Europe, showing the general direction of the Barbarian Inroads during 
the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. II. Italia Inferior, Sicilia, et Sardinia (et Campania, Syracusre, Roma). 
12. Imperium Romanum (et Imp. Rom. Orient. et Occid). 
1-:3. Grrecia (et Athenre, Marathon, Thermopylre). 
Index. 
USED AT ETON, HARROW, RUGBY, AND OTHER PROMINENT ENGLISH PREPARATORY SCHOOLS. 
" We have received' a new and enlarged edition of the' School Atlas of "Surpasses anything else of the kind ext~nt, both il,l utility and beauty. A 
Classical Geography,: by Ale~. Keith Johnsto~, with additional maps and more complete and in every way satisfactory companion to tlie study of Ancient 
names, a comple te mdex, with modern eqUivalents, and the special at- History and Geography need hardly be d~sired. The map~ are most c~refully 
tration of Mr: Glads t~me's coo.peration, who not only placed at the editor's delineated with a strict accuracy extendmg even to the minutest details, the dispos~l . Ihe IIl)lstra.tlOns to hiS work on Homer, but enhanced the favor ,lines being very distinct, and the dames, even when necessarily crowded, always 
by revI~~n~ t.h<l, proof-sheets of the plates and text, as adapted for this .easily legible. In short, there is a delicate finish of execution about the whole, 
Atlas,-certall)ly t.he most complete work of the kind.'·...!.,Sp"'ctator. ' wliich is at once gratifying to the eye and instructive to the mind."-Atkmaum ~ 
IliV' Any t""uner of Ilu classics wishing a copy for ",xamination with a vf4,w to class uu. can r"' ..... iv'" it, postpaid, o~ ,. ..... apt of tlu following price.r: , 
. CLOTH, 81.50: lJOARDS.81_00. 
GIN~ & HEATH, Publishers, Chicago, Boston and New York. 
CHEAPER TH~N THE CHEAPEST, 
School MaDS, ~ Better than the Best. 
42 000 Schools adopt the Method 
, in a Single Term. 
MAPS AND OBJECT DRAWINGS FOR SCHOOLS. 
COM PIUSING:-Twenty-one finely colored and mounted 
maps. T<uenty-eight di.grams of the larger divisions and 
States of the world-compared as to area and population. 
Nutlln"ousgeometrical figures, animal, mechanical and land· 
scape plates, with an instrument so adjusted as to enable a 
pupil to draw with ease and elegance, an t.xact copy of these 
forms or any book illustrations. No machine ry except an 
extension arm which serves as a crayon h older. 
AGENTS WANTED', 
FOR 
WESTERN WILDS. 
An authentic Narrative embracing seven years ' travel aJld 
adventure in the Far West. 127 illustrations. The. fastest 
selling buok ever puhlished. A $5 BOOK FOR $3· 
For illustrated circular and terms, address 
JONES BROS. &; CO., Chicago, ill, 
Rock River Paper' Co. For Teachers' School' Libraries. 
, American Health Primers. 12 vol • . in box _______ ._._$6 00 
138 & 140 LA:KE ST .• CHICAGO. 
Manufacturers and Deniers in 
All Kinds .0./ Paper, 
Manufacturers of the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Build-
ing Paper. 
SAMPLKS SKNT ON ApPLICATION. 
JONES BROTHERS & CO., 
PUBJ.ISHERS OF THE INDUCTJ VE EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 
Ridpath's Inductive Grammar. 
Rldplltb's_Gram. Scbool Hist. oC tbe 11. S. 
Rldllatb' lt Academic Hlst. oC tbe 11. S. 
Millie' s Inductive Ar,ltbmetiCti. 
1IIlIne's Elements oC AI.rebra. 
Forbrlger's Piltent Drawing Tableta. 
Smltb'", Practical Music Rciuler. 
First Lessons In Pbllology. 
CINCINNATI. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. 
A BAD BOY'S DIARY. ' 
This is one of the most humorous books ever issued from 
the Press. One Editor 'says of it : .. It made us lau~h till 
our sides ached and the tears came." Another says: ~' It will 
drive the blues out of a bai of indigo; it is wOTth a dollar, 
but tClstS only ten cents" One Hundred Thousand 
a ready sold . Sent by mail on receipt of ten cents. 
Agents Wanted. Address, 
J ., S. OGILVIE &: CO •• Publishers. 
24 Rose Street, New York. 
, , -
WiI. on's Hand' bo'ok of Hygeine and Sanitary' Science, 2 75 
Wilson's Domestic Hygiene and Healthy Hom~ _____ I 50 
Lincoln's School and I ndustrial Hygiene._. _________ ._ 50 
Bible Huiene. Bya Physician ______________ __ : ____ ' I 25 
Parke's Practical Hygiene. IIIustrated ______________ 600 
Mailed free upon receipt of p~ice. . ' 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, , 
. Publislur, Booltulle .. and Import.f', 
IOU Walnut St., PHILADELPHIA. 
GODET'S COMMENTARY 
ON LUKE (ordinary price $6.00), with Preface and Notes, 
BY JOHN HA-LL. D. D., 
G;v." as ou .. Christmas Prei e"t to e\'el'l' sublcriber for 
the PRKACHKR AND HOMILKTIC MONTHLY t'2.S0 per year). 
Send for circulars. 
. Youni'S Analytical Concordance. Only revised au-
,thorized edition _____ • ______________________ ___ -------$3,65 
I. K. FUNK & CO., 10 Dey S~reet, N.ew York. 
·L. PRANG &.CO., 
ART & EDUOATIONAL PUBLISHERS, 
586 Roxbury !!it., BOSTON. 
Publishers of the' system of Indusuial Dnwln.r, . 
prerared for public schools by Prof: WALTKR SMITH, ien-
era supervisor of DraWing in the Boston Puillic. Schools, 
and State Director of Art Education in MMsachusetts. 
The American Drawinc lIodels ror the use 
of common schools. drawing classes, and schools-of art and 
science. 
Drawin.r Jlate~lt1. 
PraUjl;'8 Natural History SeJ:le-. For school. 
and families. Animals .nd .plants J'epTesented in' their 
n.tural colors, aDd arranled for instruction with object-
lessons. . 
BOOKS for sole cheap. Books bought and ex- REWARDS OF 'ME~.IT. Teachers'price list free. ~aI!,ples $5 TO $2'0 per day at home. SamplClJ wortllts. free. changed, H. F. BURT. Palmyra, N . Y. . for IOC. (s,lveror ~t;l!!Ips) f. E. A,DAMs,Hdl,~.li , . J ~dd,.. STINSON&: ~o. , J?tWlla".'d,,Jllai'!,: . 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
At last accounts the Hillsdale schools were still closed. Some generous 
citizens have offered to donate wood to meet the emergency. 
Eaton Rapids has 436 school pupils. A petition has been extensively cir-
culated at Lansing, asking the s.chool board to introduce a "hand·book of 
temperance" into the schools as a regular text.book. . 
The University.-The 5chool of music has been favo~ed with a lar~e a.t-
tendance, and is meeting witlt unusual s~ccess. .The 111s.tructors, s~x 111 
number, are persons of ability. and experience. Signor Giuseppe Nicola, 
teacher of Vocal culture, Was' a director of an Italian opera for twenty.five 
years: and has assisted in the development of a number of noted artists. 
Dr. T. , U. DeTarr. a gr.aduate of the university class of '78, has been 
appointed State Geologist of New York, and will make his headquarters at 
Albany. , ~ ., . . ' 
Judge Cooley is the recipient of a tempting offer from the John S. Hop-
kins University at Baltimore. 
Mrs. Thomas, wife of Prof. Calvin Thomas, died Dec. 14. She was the 
daughter of Mr. J. L. Sutton, of Lapeer. 
Gen. J os. W. Brown, .one of the pioneers of Michigan, and a regent of the 
Kathilopistemiad in 1839-40, died at his home in Tecumseh, Dec. 9th. 
J. H. Steere, '76, is editor, propri~torl . reporter and busin~ss manager of 
the Sault Ste. Marie News, and prosecuting attorney of Chippewa County. 
Who will now say th~t this institution does not turn out" practical " men? 
Hon. Philo Parsons has presented to the university 350 volumes formerly 
belonging to the library of the late Judge Cochrane. 
Leading and influential members of the Michigan bar will urge upon the 
President the appointment of Judge 'Cooley to one of the impending va"C!l11-
cies on the bench of the Suprem,e Court of the United States. 
Indications point to a very profitable session of the State Teachers' Asso-
ciation at Lansing, Dec. 28,29. and 30. The programll)e has been issued as 
it will be presented at the meeting. Teachers' desiring reduced rates in rail. 
road fare, who have not already secured certificates of membership, should 
do so at ?,nce by applying to Supt. C. B. Thomas, Saginaw. . • 
The literary faculty ha~e appoil1ted' t~e following committee to confer 
with ' superintel:ldents and . principals r;>f graded schools in reference to the 
requirements for admission to the university: Prof. C. K . Wead
l 
J . N. Dem. 
mon, Edward Abre)" E. L. Waller, and W . H. Payne. The conference will 
take place at Lansing during the week of the association. 
:prof. J. M. B, Sill, of Detroit, E. F. Uhl, of .Grand Rapids, and Hon. Geo. 
Willard, of Battle Creek, have been appointed State Visitors to the Normal 
SchoQ1.. . .' . 
Sup·t. J. S. Crowbie, of the Coldwater public schools, has been confined to 
his bed by serious illness. . 
Wood has finally been ' provided for the Hillsdale schools, and they are in 
operation l!gain" 
Principal J . R. Miller is ~eported as doing good work at Constantine. 
We clip the following from the Mercury: The fall term of the village school 
closes No~, .19th. The a~tendance during the term was full in all depart. 
ments. There was uniform regularity in attendance and application of pupils 
to study, and consequent . unusual progress. An extra teacher has been 
recen~ly' e!1!ploye~.. ' .. 
term. Many teachers, most teachers perhaps, do not know how to make use 
of the valuable aids afforded by the City Library. Not more than two-
thirds of the city teachers make use of the reading facpities .here afforded, 
and one· half of these use them not wisely, but perhaps too well. Most 
teachers, of course, are capable of making good use. of what reading chances 
they get, but somehow the majority of our teachers borrow novels, and 
novels only, neglecting the vast stores of scientific, historic and literary lore 
awaiting their use. It is 'surprising to notice how few make any use. what-
ever of the valuable reference room connected with the library. In the 
news-room we find the day's history of almost every nation, so arranged that 
he who runs may read. Papers and magazines of all kinds are kept con-
stantly on tap, and free lunches in German and English may he had at all 
hours. It would be wise if the pupils of evening schools were instructed to 
use the library properly. The German speaking pupils especially would 
increase their knowledge of English by making .use of this or similar insti-
tutions. 
Henry J. Rathke, the turning teacher of the North Side, gave a calisthenic 
exhibition at the hall on that side, which was largely attended. The 
performances were highly creditable to the teacher's ability. 
It is said that a blooming first assistant is soon to be married. Hold 
back a moment: ladies, he will not resign. 
What has become of those teachers' sociables, which in times gone by fur-
nished food for the hungry and dance for the crowd? 
There were no teachers' meetirigs this month, and of course there was 
weeping and gnashing of teeth. 
The considerate and altogether" lovely" School Boarrl will, it is rumored, 
pay the December salaries before the holidays commence. Teachers are 
always" hard up." somehow. 
Attendance at the evening schools is decreasing in some wards. In one, 
two teachers have been dropped on this account. 
Prof. W. H . Richardson has written a brief work on articulation; and pro-
nunciation in general. It is one of the best aids for class·room work in this 
direction. 
The schools close on Thursday for a week and a day. 
INDIANA. 
The manual of the public schools of Martin county, Indiana, published 
by the County Superintendent, Mr. F : M. Westhafer, contains a full list of 
the teachers and school directors of the several townships, and the two in. 
corporated towns, Shoals and Loogootee, with the school enumeration. The 
enumeration of Shoals is 296. and that of Loogootee is 392. The conditions 
required of teachers at examinations for certificates are given; also a course 
of study for the common schools, a model programme, rules of the County 
Board of Education, the proceedings of the last two county institutes and 
the county statistics. From the latter it appears that the total enumeration 
is 4,877, the number enroll~d in schools, 4.228, (certainly a very creditable 
exhibit,) and the average attendance, 2,238, number of school.houses. 83, 
teachers, 91, value of school property, $39,505, volumes in libraries, 1,582, 
average length of schools, 99 days. 
State Superintendent Smart has returned from his Southern trip. where he 
went to complete arrangements for holding the next meeting of the American 
Educational Association, which is to be held at Atlanta, Georgia. ' 
ILLINOIS. 
TI,le' change in proprietorship of THE WEEKLY will make no change at 
present in the management of the Illinois department. The State editor 
hopes to meet many new subscribers among the old "standbys') who gather 
at the State Association.-ED. 
Peoria night school is under the charge of Prin. Knepper, of the fourth 
district. . ' 
The' Lansing Republican say~: During the pr~sent year there have been 
held under the direction of the sUp'€rintendent of public instruction, 65 
teachers' institutes 'in Michiga.n, against 56 last year. At , thes~ the a-ggre-
gate enrollment has been 4,482, of which 2,079 were ladies, a'nd· 1,403 gen. 
tlemen: ' Of these, 27 held State certificates, 139 normal school certificates, 
619 first grade certificates, [,009 second grade certificates, 1,145 third grade 
certificates, 1,488 'had as yet no eXP.frie·nce in teaching, 774 had received 
some normal school instruction. The expenditures in carrying on these in-
stitutes aggregate $8.467.4,9. of which $6,667.4.9 was from the county fund, 
and tl,8oo' from the ' Stll-te api)Copri~tioil.' '. :Among the outcomes from' the Peoria teachers are being spurred to a little livelier attendance at the 
teachers' institft tes may be mentioneq '~he for.pation of teachers' associations monthly institute.' This is not mentioned to, say that they were ever particu-
in many of :the counties, and the holding o£ local institutes; teachers have larly bad in this respect, but to suggest that it is well to have them particu. 
gone ~o _~eir work with more enlightened ideas, the friends of education larly good. 
have Been. reviv,ed, and the sc1:lodl~ have beco~e greatly improved. Prof. White contemplates moving to his Iowa' farm in the spring. It is a 
WISCONSIN. misfortune for Illinois to lose him. 
Three of the first series of meetings of Pierce County Teachers' Associa. One of the towns in Edgar county ' says it has had many teachers from 
tion have been held already as follows: At Prescott, Dec. 4 ; at Esdaile, Paris high school, but no poor ones. _ 
Dec. II; at Rock Elm Centre, Dec. 18. The next and last of this series Jerseyville schools are to have another high school teacher after the holi· 
will meet at Martell, Jan. 8. The work completed or still to be finished days, so that Prof. Pike may have more time ior visiting t4e other depart-
comprises, (a) The organization of four District Associations ; (~), The dis- ments of the city schools. . 
cussion. 0.£ the work of grad,e "D" in the Course of Study, With . Four Mrs. Larned, the superintendeqt of Champaign. county, reports that her 
District Associations, monthly meetings can be 'so arranged in each that the teachers are doing better work this year than heretofore. . 
superintendent can ,be present. S~P.t. ~ etzell, of Gibson schools, receive,d frorp his pupils II,. thanksgiving 
MILWAUKEE NOTES. , { t.uiUey, c90ked and ready for carving. We write this before breakfast that 
In all cities the educating influence df circulating librar.ies .is _.,sile~t ~utr ~~ m~! . get pleasqre. from the contemplation. 
effective. Clustering around churches and schoolsl dand .societies . and- I ',fhe ,Wesle¥an University at Bloomington. has. been advertised for sale asso~iafi~ns of. all kinds" they insidious~>: tone up ',?r " fon~" do\Vn:, ~~e; -J,an. IO:;under mortgage to eastern capitalists. Th'e amount of the debt is 
pubhc mtnd or morals. In most large cIties a free library IS supported $35,000, and $30.000 has been subscribed upon condition that all shall be 
at public expense. As an educational influence. our 'public library raised. Gov. Cullom and Gen. Moore addressed the trustees at a recent 
t8.'kes ~ prominent place •. It is to be reg.re.tted, of cour~~,. ~h~t ;~e re.a,d,it.!g. ~eeting, and that body resol~ed to make one 'more effort to free the instilu-
of· ~ovels should b~ so far 111 e~c~ss of, r~adIDg of a more mstruct!ve nature. hon from debt. President Adams was relieved from teacliing, and he, with 
S?mehow ~ur' publtc school trB:IDIDg don t ge~erate a love for readmg of any , I?octors Buck, ~rey and Laney, will begin at once to canvass for subscrip-
kind. c:.s~clally, wlien the . pupil! as most pupils ~_o. leav~ ~chool before the tlons •. ~hey will not onl(Y raise the remaining $5.000 of the mortgage. but 
age of fpurU:en. Somethmg of the' reason for thiS may he 111 t·he patent fact an additional $15 000 for the floating debt even if it takes all the rest of the 
that teathers are 'not themselves a' reading class, in -the proper sense of the ' year to accomp'lish if. ' , 
THE 'EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY: 
STANDARD TEXT-BOOKS, " 
BROWN'S ENGLISH GRAMMARS. 
BROWN'S RIRST LINES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
BROWN'S INSTITUTES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
USED IN THE BEST SCHOOLS. 
, The excellence of BRO WN'S GRAMMARS is very generally ~dmitted. and n'otwithstanding the 
multitude of School G~ammars that have COME IN COMr:ETITION WITH THEM, they have 
steadily AD VA NCED IN PUBLIC FA VOR. In perspicuous arrangement, accuracy of definition 
fulness of illustration, and comprehensiveness of plan, they stand UNRIVALLED and are probably 
MORE EXTENSIVELY USED throughout the United States thall ANY OTHER works on 
the subject, ' 
At a Regular Meeting o~ the -Board of Education of the City of New York, held November 5th, 
1879, Brown's Series of English G;ammars were adopted as text. books to be used in the City Schools. 
At a Special Meeting of the Board of Education of the City of Brooklyn, held June 15th 1880 
Brown's Series of English Grammars were adopted as text· books to be used in the City Schoois for ~ 
term of five years from July 1st, 1880, 
DE LA SALLE INSTITUTE, 
,MESSRS. WM. WOOD & CO. 48 Second St., New York. 
GENTLEMEN ;-We consider Brow~'s Series of Grammars excellent Text.Books. In simplicity and 
methodical arrangement of matter, In clearness and breVity of definition and rules in idiomatic and 
other difficult constructions, and in the s~ientific character of the general plan, they ;re superior to any 
other ,English Gramm~rs before the public that have co~e under our notice. 
They are used in all oUr'Schools throughout the U mted States. Yours truly, 
BRO. PAULAIN 
Visitor Bros. ChI'. Sc/Wols. 
Brown's Grammar of English Grammars. 
OVER 1000 PAGES ROYAL 8vo, $6.25. 
. The "GRAMMAR OF ENGLISH, GRAMMARS" is an invaluable book of reference a~d 
every scholar should ha:ve a copy in his library. No teacher can afford to be without it. ' 
ROSCOE'S CHEMISTRY. 
New, Edition Just Published. 
Thoroughly scientific in its modes of presentation, and up to the present state of the science, it is 
yet so condensed that the learner is not discouraged when it is put into his hands. The most im. 
portant facts and principles of modern chemistry are arranged in a plain but precise and scientific form. 
CANOT'S FHYSICS. 
Ninth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated by Colored Plates and 844 Wood Cuts. 
The best elementary treatise o~ physics, experimental and applied, that has appeared in the Eng-
lish lanj;:uage. It is so written that anyone possessing a knowledge of elementary mathematics will 
be able to read it with ease. It is profusely and elegantly illustrated, particularly on those parts pertain-
ing to m,o~ern i~struments of r~sea~ch. The most.a~tract.ive feature of ~he book,.whi.ch thr~ws itself 
into the diSCUSSion of every subject, IS the fact that It IS wntten up to the times, and It Will furmsh many 
teachers and students with" fresh food" which they could not otherwise obtain without great expense. 
Used ~s the Text-Book in the principal Colleges in the Utlited States. 
LAMBERT'S PRIMARY PHYSIOLOGY. 
~ concise, handy text · bOQk,. of one hundred and seventy-five pages, for beginners in Physiology. 
Very favorable terms for Introduction. Address. 
WILLIAM WOOD & CO., 
ESTERBROOX & CO.'S 
STEELPENS 
27 Grea.t Jones St., N. Y. 
Especiany adapted for Schools and Business purposes. .. The most 
popular Pens in use." Unsurpassed in quali.,ty, and of Genuine American ' 
'Manufacture. For Sale by all Dealer!? 
WAREHOUSE, 2G JOHN STREET, NEW YO'ltK. 
• • I t ~ 
THE BEST GIFT 
FOR ALL TIMBS, 
HOLIDAYp, WEDDlNQ, BIRTHDAY, 
ANNIVERSARY, or any other 'day ; for 
Pastor, Teachilr, Parent, Child, Friend. 
Published by 0;. &: c. MERRIAM, Sprincfield, Mass. 
LATEST-LARGEST-BEST! 
CONTAINS OVER 118,000 WORDS, 
1,928 PAGES, 3,000 ENGRAVINGS, 
4,600 NEW WORDS AND MEANINGS. 
Biographical Dictionary of over 9,700 Names. 
GET THE BEST. , 
THOMPSON, BROWN & CO., 
EOSTON", 
PUBLISH 
Bradbuf'fj"& Bato';'. El"m .... taf'fj' ...trlthmeHo. By 
WM. F. BRADBURY, Hopkins Master in Cambridce HiCIi 
School. Sent for exammation on receipt of 18 cents. 
Bradbuf'fj". Eaton'. PrIJotual Artthm"t(o. The 
E /.m."tary and the Practical make a complele course 
(or Primary and Grammar Schools. Sent (or (0 centl. 
Stone'. Bi.tof'fj' of England. By A. P. STONE' LL. 
D" Superintendent of Schools, Springfield, Mass. Fully 
illustrated with maps and cuts. Sent for 40 cents. 
The M ... ioal Guide. By W. S. TtLDEN, Musicah Di· 
recto!. Desicned 10 meet the want for a Si"p. Book in 
preference to a Strits. Sent for 30 cell IS. 
Word" and Numbl'r.. A L.llo,,-Book for Primary 
Scnool&. By HENRY E. SAWVER. A new departure in 
Text·books {or Primary Instruction, 18 centl. 
Bradbury'. Algebra. BradJ~ry'. Geometr.y and 
TrigonMnetrri, and Braclbuf'fj". Trigonometry 
and /!juf'tl"fling, used wilh the hichest success in all 
parts of the counlry, the Alilebra and Geometry in New 
England cities alone reprc!O.cnting naore than 5-6 the city 
pOl'ulations. AIJ;:ebra, 56 CIS.; Geometry, alone 45 Ctl.; 
Tngonometry, alone, 45 cts.; Geometry and Trigonom-
elry. 68 ct.":i Trigonometry and Surveytnc, 80 CIS. 
Book-XfI"p • .fI". By A. B. MESERVEV, Ph. D. Sent (or 
50 cent.. Blanlu, 7 in let, to accompany the book. 
.Duc,.iptiflt CatalDI'''' u"t 0" application. 
Addres. TROS. H. BUSH, 
70 Metropolitan Block, CHICAGO. 
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE 
MENEELY BELL FOUNDRY. 
ESTABLISHED 18.6. 
Bell. (or all purposes. Warranted satisfactory and durallle. 
MENEELY &: CO., WEST TROY, N. Y. 
Gll~~lSO 
PICTURE GALLERY. 
The Success of this Magazine is almost un-
paralleled. A little more than three years ago the 
first num'ber was issued, entirely as a new enter- ' 
prise, and without a single subscriber to encourage 
it; now it has more than Ten Thousa.nd pay-
ing subscribers, and they are constantly increasing. 
Many schools are using it as a prize for meritorious 
conduct. Children ·seem to care for something in 
book form more than anything else; besid.es, the 
pictures are a sou rce of never failin'lt delight. The 
custom of "Speaking Prizes," in school, hll$ cre-
ated a large demand for short suitable verses. 
ODD numbers of the.year 1880. We will sell ~t 
special low price to schools, in lots of ::I 5, SP, ,and 
100. Samples sent on receipt ::ISc. (Stamps taken.) 
'Fhe Drawing Plates alone are worth the whole 
subscription price. Remember it is only Sev,enty,-
Five Cents a Year. sent postpllid. , 
CHICAGO ENGRAVING CO •• 
, (f W 1U1Ii,.,-t.,. St~; C(llCiA'GO • • 
THE' EDUCATIONAL ' WEEK:LY; ' 
Prin. Rew, of Wilmington, publishes the full programme of his examina-
tions, and invites the attendance of patrons and friends. 
Tiskilwa schools 'publish a small circular each month or term, reporting 
attendance, standing, and other items of interest. 
Monticello liigh school has two literary societies, and they had a literary · 
contest Dec. ro. The exercises consisted of duets, debate, declamation, and 
oration. 
Clay county had an institute at Clay City De~. 18. 0n the programme 
were the names of C. W. Pitney, S. M. Smith, G. A. Gallipsy. S. S. Galli-
her, LOll M. Peak a,.d J. D . Nysewander, with the subjects, 'Wall Maps, 
Oral Elements, Base Lim!s and Principal Meridians, ,Grammar for Beginners, 
Primary Reading and Cube R oot., 
Iroquois teachers had an iristitute at Watseka Dec. n. Supt. Kerr pre-
sided. G. M. Cummings read a' paper on the duty of teachers ·to parents: 
A. R. Carmichael talked on school government; Miss Phillips read an essay 
on. beauty in nature ; Supt. Kerr talked o~ the teachi,ng of grammar, and 
Rev. W: C. Knapp lectured in the evening on higher education. 
WMtuide . County values her s~hool property at $256,000. The annual 
expense of the school per pupil is $11.75. I 
The high school department of Sterli'ng third ward has recently secured 
for i tself the luxury' on,a new Steinway piano,. The' second ward has be~n 
similarly furnished for some time. . 
The annual high school coinmencement of Sterling second ward, occurs 
Dec. 23, .at the Academy of 14usic. The average age of the class is 18 years. 
which average is as high as that of any class the school ever graduated. Ye,t 
the old students remark how much younger the p~pils are now than they 
used to be. ' 
The alumni meeting occurs Dec. 28. With this year's class, the number 
of graduates reaches eigh ty~.six. 
Springfidd city institute held · ~ts pecember sessipn on the nth inst. Miss 
Sell conducted an exercise in writing: Supt. Brooks made remarks about 
methods of work in the primary grades. It was signi fi cantly announced tha t 
school will hereafter take a holiday .only when . notice to that effect is circuc 
late~ over the superintendent's signature, and not when some news'paper may 
publtsh the announcement at the instigation of a: sp1al\ boy. Miss Moore 
read a p~per on the scholl!r's preparation of the reading lesson. She. thought 
the readmg matter qf the schools should be more attractive .. ' M'lt. Johnson 
suggested that it is a mistake in the programme ~.o place reading in the 
weary closing hours of the day. Miss McCrillis, Messrs. Brooks and Han-
non took part in th~ discussi~n. The remaining h me was spent under the 
charge of the ~upenntendent m the study of Shakespeare. Principal Smith 
clo~ed tlie study with a l~cture !>n the subject. I 
Knox County has a number of newspapers that contain educational de-
partments. One of the most recent of these is that in the Plain Dealer 
of. ~alesburg. It is under the management of Mr. F. R. Jelliff, the enter~ 
pn.s!ng'.local agent of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. Mr. Jellift's well known 
ablhty IS an abundant guaranty of the success of his work. 
The monthly pay roll of Galesburg schools foots up $1,840. 
The board, at its recent meeting! threw out the old text-bo ok on astrono-
my, and adopted Steele's. ' , 
.A petition was received asking the· dizmis,sal of a 'teacher, and stating rea-
sons therefor. The board spent no time in trying to settle the matter then. 
and there, but referred it to the 'teacbers' committee with power to act. ' 
. Miss Fannie Skinner, formerly of Galesburg schools, is now teaching at 
the Ponca agency, Indian Ty. • . ' 
Macon County teachers are being stirred up by the vi~ibitions of the super-
intendent. Supervision is a luxury they have not enjoyed before for years. 
The coimtry-teachers have been having the usual ,attack of ni'gpt spelling 
schools. ' 
Look out for reports so.(>n of the teacher's being! sput' out to make hiql 
treat. , 
Mrs: White, of Maroa, is one of the country's best teachers, and does not 
find it necessary fo seek a new place eac\! ~eal:. I 
Hon: J .. H. Kedzie has' consented to b~co'me. the permanent donor of ,the 
Hinman prize for excellence in writing and reading English composition, 
offered to certain classes of the Northwestern University. • 
Champaign University will probably ask the legis,lature again this winter 
to dr:>p the" industrial" out'of its name. The students would greatly favor 
a new nomenclature that would not carry the inipression ' that theirs is 
merely a manuallaboF school ,. if n'ot a reformatory or charity school. \ 
The Illini publishes the weather report from the imiversity signal statibn. 
D~. Gregory has rec.ently declined a t)le?logica:~ professorship in a Paris--
scb.oo~. So says report. " . , 
Prof. Burrill attended the late meeting of the State Hortii:uUiiral Society 
at Warsaw. '. ' _. '. ' Thr~e or fOlir of! tlie students, disliking a 'recent! decision' .~f, tlie coll,ege 
court,- carried their cases to the' faculty. 'Fhey received suspension as' tli'eir 
punisliment. and probably now Wish that they had been content with wliat 
the government off€red them. • , -
The 20th of DecemBer was chosen far in adyance by' the seniors as the 
time for a class slei~h-ride. The ptesenc'e o( a 'si~na1 service officer gives 
rare confidence iii weather matters. 
The literary societies lost money bringing . . €umnock and Wendling before 
Champaien audienc~. ." 1.> 
Somebody was bad enqiigh to 'keep , a recmd, during the fall term, ?f the 
attendance of the faculty at chapel. There were 496 attendances m the 
grand total, and 499 absences. 
The seniors are beginni~g early to look out for the class-day .programme. 
They invite all who will to prepare productions for that occasIOn, and the 
best of these will be chosen for public delivery. 
NORMAL "EWS. 
During this last week of 1880 there are very few happenings. 
V: A .. Pinckley is among the visitors at school. He is on his way to fill 
some re~ding engagements in the western part of the State. 
M. R. Reagan has been out of school this week as a witness in a murder 
trial in De Witt county, 
Prof. 'Forbes read a paper on the food for fishes at a recent meeting of th.e 
fi sh culture folks in Chic"go. He has also been in attendance at the horti-
cultural meeting at Warsaw. 
S. Y. Gillan, of Galena, having closed school for the holidays, is among us 
again. ' 
. Miss Emily Sherman is visiting Normal. 
Astoria schools began the holiday vacation Dec. 17. 
Both the Ii terary societies have printed notices of their meetings of De~'-
18. The Philadelphians illustrate with tableaux Tennyson's Dream of Fau 
Women' the Wrightonians do the same with Will Carlton's Three Lovers. 
The chi;f interest, however, centers in the coming contest. An account of 
the contest and its result may be expected in the nexfissue of THE WEEKLY. 
President John W. Cook, will open the State Teachers' Associati~n on 
Tuesday next, at 2 o'clock P. M., with ~n . address, to be followed by a dISCUS-
sion conducted by A. M. Brooks, R. Wlihams and E . L'"Wells. .I!1 th~ even-
'ing, the lecture of Col. F. W. Park~r. of Boston, on Supervlslo~ . m, the 
Quincy Schools," will be given. It .ls expected to be one of the stnk~ng fea-
tures of this session. The diSCUSSIOn of Col. Parker's Address, Will take 
place on Wednesday morning ; E. C. Hewett, Leslie Lewis, Ja~. P. ~lade, 
conducting the same. A paper on Sc~ool Systems, by S. H. White,. Will be 
submitted Wednesday afternOon, and dIscussed by E. A. Gastman, Jas. Han-
nan and Jere. Mahony . . John B. Peaslee, Supt. Schools, Cincinnati, will lee-
ture' Wednesday evenino- on "Gems of Literature in Our Public Schools." 
A. 'F. Nightingale, will "read a p~per 0!l T~ursday . morning, on "Classical 
Instruction in the Public Schools.' ThiS WIll be dIscussed by H . L. Bolt-
wood, O. E . H aven, E. J. James. After which, J. H. Blodgett, will speak on 
" Truancy in the Public Schools," and the suhject will be d!scussed by Alfred 
Harvey, S. D, H ood and J. W. Hays. T~e closing paper WIll be. read ?oY Supt. 
W . H. Smith, of McLean county, on a • State System of Institutes, some-
thing loudly demanded in Illinois. Supt: Mary A. ~est, C~untr Supt. A. ~. 
Sabin, and County Supt. A. G. Lane WIll follow With their views on thiS 
questibn. · . ' 
The Executive Committee desire that members will come prepared to par-
ticipate in the discussion . . ThoSe t~kin~ part in ~he discussion ar~ expected 
to speak without manuscnpt. MUSIC WIll be furmsh7d und~r the duectlO~ of A. R. Sabin and wife, of Lake Forest. Ed. Cook WIll furDlsh the convention 
with singing books. The Leland hotel will furnish entertainment to all' 
members of the Association at $2 {ler day for all rooms above the parlor 
floor. Revere House and St. Nicholas at $1 .50 per day. Headquarters of 
Executive Committee will be at Leland Hotel ;-' The following railroads will 
return those who ' present certificates from the Treasurer 'of Association at 
one-third-fare : • 
Chicago and Alton: Illinois 'Central ; ~abash, St. L~uis and. Pacific; 
,Springfield and Northwestern, Chicago, .Burlmgto!1 ~n~ Q?lnC,y, Chlca~o and 
Iowa; Ohio and Mississippi. The OhIO and MISSI~SIPPI railroad. Will sell 
round trip tickets to Springfield for one fare and a thud at. all statIOns from 
St. Louis to Vincennes, and from Shawneetown on the OhIO, to Beardstown 
' on the Illinois river. 
I MINNESOTA. 
The Minnesota Educational Association meets'at St. Paul. Dec. 28, 29, and 
30. The programme' is, with only one or two exceptions, one of the. very 
best that could have been made. A representative of THE WEEKLY w111 at-
·tend' this meeting. 
The report of State Superintendent Burt, of Minnesota, shows that .in 
1880 the total enrolIment of children of school age was 180,248 - an In-
crease of 8.303 . the number of school districts, 4,165-an increase of 243 ; 
t,otal number of' school houses, 3,693-an increase of 377 ; increase of value 
of 'school property: $72,184; total number of male teachers, 1,874; of female 
teacJ;1ers, 3,341 ; the total increase of wages paid to teachers in 1880 was 
'$13;084 - the whole amount being $933,205 ; the total cost of the s~hools 
for 1880 was $1,328,428.90-an average cost of $7.37 for each pupli en-
rolled. 
MONTHLY SUBSCRIBERS. 
, We shall send THE WESTERN EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL to' all ~ub~cribers 
, to. the several State Monthly Editions. In its enlarged form, It Will con-
tam the news from the several States, together with much of the best or most 
int.eresting matter ~aken from the four preceding issues of THE WEEKl:Y' 
With the-JOURNAL, we believe we can serve subscribers to much better satlS-{action. 
We shall hold open the proposition for new or old subscribers fo~ this 
monthly, until March I, 1881, and would here call attention to same In an-
.-other column. , 
',THE EDUCATIONAL ' WEEKLY~ 
CURES BY 
ABSO,RPTION, 
(NATURE'S WAY,) 
ALL 
LUNG DISEASES, 
THROAT DISEASES, 
BREATijING TROUj3LES. 
It Drives Into the system curative agents and heal-
in, medicines. ~ . . 
It Draws from \he ,diseased parts the poisons that 
cause death. 
. Thousands Testlf'y to Its Virtues. 
:you CAN BE RELIEVED AND CURED 
Don't despair until you have tried ~his Sensible, Easily 
Applied and Badl,cally .Effectual Remedy. 
Sold by Druggist's, or sent by mail op receillt of Price; 
... 00. by , 
THE "QN'LY" LUNG PAD COMPANY, 
DETROIT, MICH. 
HOPEF~~DEAF 
Barmore's Artificial Ear, Drums 
PEBFECTI,YRESTORE 'TIIE nEARING 
Aud perfol'JIl the work of t he Naturlll J'rtiln 
Al ways in ,position, but " ,l'Vlslble to 0' hen_ ..... 1 i
ConversAtIon anti t~ \'en wlllSp(>I'S hl':ll'(l di~tillclh·. W. 
refer tothoa8 ulingthem •. Send, for 'h')Scripti \'e ci i·cu l11 r. 
G,UtMORE'" CO., ·tl,/, Nn'.KII St.. N.,w York 
,r S. \V. Uurner uth .& ~e St •• CJDeJn~latl, o!' 
J. H· BU,TLER ~ CO., 
PhD adelphia, Pa. 
JUST PUBLISH RD 
THE NEW AMER.ICAN 
,Advanced Speller, 
Presenting Nearly 10,000 Words. 
A large number of which are "ot found in, the te;'t-books 
most used in our schools. " . 
CONTI!NTS: 
:4,500 Words Classified , and .Arranged. 
2,800 Words not Classified. 
800 Words Common to most Spelling, 
Books. ' ' 
800 Words Frequently Mispronounced 
1,500 Best Test-words. 
The Pronounciation and Syllabication of all marked 
words are according to, the recent new edition' o( Webster'. 
Dictionary. The work has met with 'high commendation 
from educators, and has "lready been ,adopted in 'THI! 
G,IRL'S NO,KMAL SCHOOL, of Philadelphia. , 
- . . ' ~ 
,List Price. ~ cts.;, Introductory,,~ cts. 
TO YOUNG MEN w?owi~~-tolearnStea"'E"-
"_ ' gzne(rr"g. Selld,four name, 
with two 3e. stamps to F. KI!PPv, Engineer, Bridgeport, Ct. 
OUR FROFdSITI .OI'T 
To each and every person -sending us ONE D(JLLAR, before Mareh ~st , ~SSo: -we will fu~~ish, po;tp~id -th--; 
W~STERN, EDVC;A TIONAL 'JOURNAL until D ecembe ... · ,gIst 1880, and ,also o'"e set WAGGONER SCHOOL 
MOTTOES,o"eset WAGGONER DRAWING CARDS, and 25 WA GGONER SCHOOL RULl!R,q. , Subscril?tions 
to begin on receipt of order. ~" 'Dhis proposition is one unprecedented for worth and- liberality_ . " .1-
OUR RENEWAL OFFElt. For one dollar we will send to each old subscriber, renewing before March 1,.t 
IS80, to the WESTERN EDV.C;-;t TI,Ol{AL 'JOURNAL ,for ISSt, in addition,Jour sets?f Wagg9ner ~rogressi:v", I?r, ,!,,~ 
ing Cards, and twenty-five Waggoner Sl'hool rules. We pre ume each old,subscriber ~as a se~ of Waggo,ner Sc):1001 Mot. 
toes, so we offer a greater number of Drawinc .Cards. In the event of their wanting ' the Mottoes, 'O~r Proposftio~" 
can be accepted. '. . •. 
Addres. all orders, ' THE WESTERNEDUCA TIONAL: JOuRNAL, ',CHICAtb>'1f 
f. 
.' 
BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VIT ALIZED, PH08PH'ITE~,~ ,:; 
I CoO:posed of the' Vitai' or Nerve-givinll: Principles of the px Br~in and Wheat Ger;":', t " M .i..t " 
IT GIVES V,ITALITY TO THE INSUF,FICIENT BODILY OR MENTAL GROWTH , OE CHILI6REN; 
FEEDS THE BRA,IN AND NERVES; PREVENTS FRETFULNESS; GIVES QUIET: RES'!' A'ND. SLE;EP ; 
AN ILL-FED BRAIN LEARNS NO LESSONS, AND IS EXCUSABLE IF PEEVISH, RESTf.BSS INFA'NTS 
ARE CURED; AS IT ' PROM<i>.;I'ES (}POD HEALT,I:l T.O BRAIN AND BODY:, JT IS A!,Cl:1'R'E F.01k NE·R" 
' VOUSNESS ANID DEBILITY IN 'yOUNG OR OL~ For sale by Dr!,gll.~ts..l.2'.:. by m~i1, $z ,oo; ; 
Phy.sicians have prescrib.ed 300,000 pabkages. ' F. CR~SBY. - & 666 I!i~th I'-v",;1!: ... YII~: 
I ,),' 
ROBERT S. DAVIS & @O}~, Debility 
36 Bromfield ,street, Boston. 
Cured Without M~dicjne: TWO BOOKS FOR ~ 
SUPPLEJIENTARY READING. 
By FRANCIS W. PARKI!R. S'Upe;:"'isor of School~, 21osto.l: 
LoUIS H. MARVEL, Sup't of Schoo!s, Gloucest,,,, Mass. , 
Specimen copies T WENTY 'CaNTS each. ' ~ 
' So E. BEEDE, Dubuque, Ia.; O. UE.A:CH, ' N ; Y ;', A'irts • 
• • M. 
'S. S'; HAMf'LL," "~ ,~ ';J 
MAY ~E ADDRESSED ' AT, 
J SALT 'LAKE CITY. ,, 'tJTA:Ji: 
UNTl'L JAN:UARY 20TH, ,SSI. '.~ " 
ELOOUTioN 8o'IENT{FO~LY,X.AU;GltT.:' 
~RESENTS ;FOR ' ~PHOL~~'~~ ; 
SAMPLE ):IOX • .3 A UT09E.APH A.LBl:1MS, (all .eli!., 
ferent.) 6.4 page JTEM BOO~S , , 68 F;r.ORAL, f!LRD;>. J APA~ESE, ' ORIENT, and 'S. S, CARtS,,. WO~. 
Our I!ipeelBl GBlvBIlIe AppliBn'ces reach al STED PATl1ERNS, and 400 ALBUM, Ql!<i>TA'l'IO~S; onc~ the seat of disease, and their Electro..lGalvanic action ' all (or 45 cents. 64 page A ~ togrHph AJb,urn, Illustrated wuh 
i. upon the ce~ er of the N " ,RVOUS, MUtieU LAR, and 32 Pen Scrolls, Japanese P,ctures, etc ., In Color.s./ Japan, 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, ' ' ese Cove'r. 'and .00 Album Quotations, allfor 15 clnts. 6 
for 60 cents. Stamps taken. ~ J. F. IN6Ailif.S, , .. 
SPEEEDLY RESTORES THE " Lynn, Mass. 
VZT.A.L FORCES, 
LOST ]fAN-HOOD, . , .. 
And curing the worst ~ase5 of Seminal Weakness, Exhaus-
tion, Impotency, and ,all Diseases and Weakness of the 
Urino-genitalorgans. 1 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscretion lack nerve 
force and fail to attain str.ength. MIDDLE-AGED MEN ohen 
lack vigor. While OLD MKN ~ttribute their loss of energy 
and vitality to the natural progress of age and decay. Tel " 
one and-all we can say t·hat nature merely wants aid NI,T-
URAL aid, which our appliances give WITl\ OUT DHUGGING THE 
STOMACH. We guarantee la cure in evcr.y case sh'ort ,of 
structura.1 dCA:cneration-. Special illustrat'ed pamphlet sent 
in sealed envelope on receipt of 6 • ent posta&e. Consult- ' 
ation free, Office hours. 9 AI M. to 5 ,P o M. 
"',omen suff~rin2" froQl anr weakness peculiar to their 
sex ~hould send for our !Opecia circular explaining our im-
proved electrical Ovu,rlan'l!iupporters. etc. , 
"'1' 
T ,:rr 'E 
CHI.CKERING ... 
., . 
, ~ 1 1(r. ,~;'f: 'O· ~ .. ~-~n'~l .: 
• • .. .. , H""'" - , j 1 tt "' j( _ , .. 
THE VI~TOR In all gre.t cnntest., ond 'for THE , • ' ,PAST , FI'FlllV· SE>VEN YEARS 
, the ACKN,OWLEDGED Sl'.A~D, 
AR'D of! the WORLD'-oeing copie'd not' o'nl by Ule' ma'k n 
of this country, but of Europe-will be offerlii ,J .. ",i"Z.tlu 
jresent con~'r!~'(}n of t~ade1. at 1 J' II 'j '. L. t 
GRf-An'r 8~DnYJEf) PRfC£lS:', I ~!" 
184 Uadisolll!it., CJlicllj/;o. ·IU., Itoom:sl & ~: ' .. ' 'l.: . . - , 'j, ",-.;/.,:;,,01" 
AMERICAN GALVANIC GO~: 
G. I. JONES ~ & Cd., 
'ST. LOPIS, ~ 
Educatio,nal Serle,S" 
'mHlil lJIGHEST '1'WAD'nS WRRll'GRANTili> "X !I!I Jil ,< [H fllJ , .our /U;d5Ji,O,IJ 
, - I ' ....J ,<. in the-,GreM 
World's Falr' ln -.ond'on •• Ss.; at the Grea't-~x;: 
posltlon' l'n ParlS."'I867;' a£ the lnt:ernat.loJlai 
Exposition In ChlU. ZS7~.i... and at the Grand ,Cen-
~ennlal ~J.l,o,,~tlctD !n ~!tP.delpllt'" ,S76."", .: 
All perSons wishing; to ~lIl-cliasJ' (Dr e.r/J"'t~~) in. t i'l-
I - ,--, -, '1 1 '\; mertts; .. arc respectfully In~ited to .v.ilit. our War~ro6mst 
SeY'~9ur's :>A'I'ithmeti'Cs ; IJ., h.( t1> '..' , i ,." • ,~ 'Vic,Rroy"s Gra;h'!Tfars'. : ,'J ~_'" '~' (Jf1Jo.K e RINfl' J&'. 3()l'$~,: ~J~ 
I Ho'tz,e' s Phy' sics ' ana,',· Pl;1y·,siol,og'v. , ' 1- ' '. 'I' h, \ , , ,~., _., ", ' , 130 Fifth A've. New Yorlz-,' , ", J 1..' _ .... , james,on ,~s Rbetqrical Method ' " , ~.) ,o;!- n ' , ~, ,,"f'_ J h , •• ' I 
. do. SelectioRs for Re'ading. ~} (" I ,J,~6'l'r.e~()nt Sj;r~et,"BQ9~». 
< Morgan's Lit'erary 'Stu'dles': . , ," 11' , " " ','.' . I.. n', t .. , , : ,- . : . ; ~ if. 
•• , ':' • ~ . ,. '" ' ! • h!iJ rlc".' I,J .. '" -,: 1 J$'66 'a 'We\!k ID.your own town. 'l(ermlarl'dl,s olitfil'fNi. 
" ' .:. ,~EN~ 'EOR ;AJ CATALOGUE. A.ddJ:eSS, H . .iH,AJ:LB'FP & GO'I Pdrdud MaiD!' -If, 
THE" EDUCATIONAL 'WEEKLY. 
THE SCHOOL ROOM. 
IDLE CHILDREN. 
There should be none in sch.ools, at any time. It is an imperative duty 
upon the teacher to keep all the pupils, the youngest as well as the oldest, 
always interested and busy. If you cannot find employment for the youngest ' 
classes all the time, and it js just a~ well that you should not,-iusn them out 
of doors, and let them busy themselves in sport. 
Fortunately for the health and happiness of children, their minds and 
bodies are always active, and they must be doing something, at all times. 
This something may be of a very objectionable sort, but it betokens the nat-
ural activity of the child's mind, and shows the teacher how great need there 
is that he interest this restless mind in better things. We have never seen a 
more pitiable object than a child compelled to keep still with nothing to in-
terest its busy mind and fingers. It cannot keep still in those circumstances, 
unless actually paralyzed with fear of punishment. 
A teachet/ should, through humane considerations as well as through his 
anxiety to have an orderly school, keep all of the little children interested 
and busy. .They will thus be far happier than when they are compelled to 
pass part of their time in idleness, and they will learn their lessons better, 
and prove far more amenable tei his control. ' 
- That idleness is the parent of mischief is a discovery on which Satan took 
out a patent four thousand years and more ago. 
DO NOT THREATEN. 
Threatening, like boasting, is always a sign of weakness, if not of coward-
ice. It betok~ns a lack of confidence in one's own resources, and is always 
the outgrowth of imperfect self·control. 
The te.acher who would preserve good dis!=ipline in his school room, D\ust 
never make any noisy demonstrations of authorIty. He should be firm as 
the unyielding rock, but very quiet in his assertions of his position and 
power. 
Threatening is merely a habit, we know, with most persons who indulge in 
it, but it is a most unfortunate habit {or a young teacher to form . It is easy 
te understand how the habit is formed. The young teacher finds troubles 
a~d di~culties in his path for which he is not at all prepared. Unacquainted 
w.1th chIld ~ature, and unable to discipline olhers, becau-e he has disciplined 
hImself neither fitly nor fully, any unexpected turbulence among, his pupils 
upsets his equanimity immediately. He knows not what to do, and he fol. 
low~ his first impulse, which is to gratify his own exasperated temper by an 
outourst of scolding, and to frighten the children with threats of dire punish-
ment . . Perhaps, the children are frigittened at first, but soon they become 
accustomed to it. When they come to know how much,-or rather how lit-
tle-it all means, they pay no h~ed to it whatever. . 
Threatening is apt to be a fault of the teacher who is given to many words, 
a grave defect always • . Generally speaking, it may be said that the teacher 
who indulges in the fewest words possible; does the most effective teaching . 
. ' . Do 'not tpreaten; if you threaten much, you will never have cou·rage to put 
. yonr threats into effect; if you threaten little, and carry out all your threats, 
the effect of the punishment is. in no way increased by the 'useless words. In 
fine, do not threaten at a ll: if punishment is necessary, let it come swift, 
sure and certain as the lightning stroke, without any premonitory thunder. 
LOUD STUDYING. 
Every teacher knows what a nuisance loud studying is in the school room, 
an~ how hard it is to break it up. Children who have formed the habit are 
generally those of very inattentive dispositions,-in!ieed, it seems an instinct. 
ive effort to overcome inattention, which leads to the habit, by trying to ap-
peal to two senses at once,-and these dispositions are always the hardest 
to deal with. 
But the habit of loud studying inust never be permitted, no matter how 
mnch trouble it costs to cure it. ,The children addicted to it must be checked, . 
admonished, punished in some way, if necessary, until they are cured. A 
good way, in our opinion, to deal with the matter is ,to appeal to the common 
sense and reason cjf the child. Show him that il\dulgence in this habit gives 
great annoyance to others, ~nd i'lte~feres with the good discipline and order 
of the school Tell him 'th'at any indulgence of this kind permitted to part 
• of the scholars is an injustice to the others, by trenching upon the general 
comfort and convenience. Few childt'en have been so badly brought up. that 
they will not be influenced by gentle reasoning of this kind. 
We IIIjlY remark h'ere that evelly. teacher should endeavor by reasoning of this 
sort, to check every disturbance and confusing movement during school hour.s, 
such as whispering, moving of teet, sJamming of desk.lids, dropping books, 
leaving seats without perrilission. The sense of justice can also be wt;ll ap-
pealed to to restrain the destructive instinct ~hich if so strong in some chil-
dren and leads them 0 mark walls, and carve their benches and seats, and 
similar vandal acts. And, in fine, wherever reasoning will ~rve the purpose 
of deprivation or punishment it 'should be used, but 'where it fails, the lower 
i~tinct must be appealec;l'to, if the child is allowed to remain in Ichool, for 
discipline must be preservedJat all' lu!zards. , :, . . J .,' 
WALKING ON TIPT0E. 
We have frequently noticed, in visiting schools, that the pupils, when mov-
.ing about the school.room and passing in and out, tip-toed about, apparently 
.in painful effort to make as little noise as possibte. Now, this seems a very 
small text to write a sermon on, but ' we can do it, ' and the beginning, and 
the middle and the end, too, for that matter-9f our discourse will be, Take 
cale of the health of your pupils. 
Walking on tiptoe is a painful, unnatural, unhealthy mode of moving 
about-never permit it. You need not go to the other extreme, and allow the 
children to ring their heels on the floor with every step, nor stamp about like 
wild colts, but teach them to walk with light steps, naturally, placing the e~­
tire sole of the foot upon the floor at once, thus cultivating an easy, elastic 
movement, so conducive to health and grace in action. 
Avoid also the pernicious awkwardness of "folded arms." Some teachers 
oblige their pupils to fold their arms in front when sitting or s,tanding . . T.his 
is a most ungraceful as well as unhealthy position. Folding the arms behmd 
the body is only a shade better than this. As a rule, do not insist upo~ any 
set position for any length of time. Allow yoar pupils a good deal of liberty 
of movement on the condition that they always move quietly. This will k~ep 
the confinement of school from wearying as much as it would otherwl~e. 
Then you can try the virtue of calisthenic exercises-and there is much vu-
tue in them, we assure you-as frequently as the other exercises of your 
school will permit. Never allow your pupils to feel that their schuol is an 
institution of torture for young limbs. And, above all things, keep your 
rooms at an even, healthy temperature, as far as possible. Have as much 
fresh air as you can, but no draughts to bring on chills, sore throats, coughs 
and colds. 
SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS. 
A trivial reason should not iinpel one to seek an excuse fro~ pre~enc~ 
at .teachers' meeting. ' 
Loud singing does not indicate proficiency in the music work of the r0c:'m. 
Discourage subscriptions among the pupils for the purpose of maktng 
presents to teachers. ' . 
Seek for a uniform basis for marking recitations and examinations. 
Operi the doors and windows during calisthenic exer.cis.es. 
Avoid e, pionage through others, as a means of diSCipline. 
It is manifestly unjust to punish an entire school on account of the misde · 
meanors of the majority. 
Few and quiet signals are indicative of strength in discipline. . 
A teacher's chair IS not for permanent and persistent occupancy. 
A proclivity to over.as~ignment is usually pre~alt:nt at the o~tset. of a new 
school year, especially WIth teacher~ ne,:" to ~hetr ~~oms. ThiS dlscou~ages 
.pupils who enter fresh upon the work wlt.h hlg~ spmts and ~ood resolu~\O~s. 
Parents should be neither requested nor, forbIdden to. assIst the pllopils m 
their lessons. .,' . . ' •. 
Select only standard authors for supplementary reading and for declama. 
tion.-Aaron Gove. 
COMMENCING SCHOOL. , . 
. COUNTY SUPKRINTENDENT J. T. MCCLEARY, WISCONSIN • 
As so many scho~ls will commence within the next two weeks, now is an . 
appropriate time to offer a few suggestions on the subject indicated by the 
title. .. What is well begun is half done.'" . 
I take it for granted that no teacher in the I):ounty wishes to fail, thai all 
would prefer to succeed, and that most are willing to work for success. Now, 
success depends largely upon ability to forsee difficulties and skill to prepare 
for them. This foresight and preparation must extend into details. The 
hinltes of success,. like the hinges of a door, are small. .. Trifles make per. 
fection," and attention to seeming trifles is often the key to a man's success. 
To suggest a few preparations proper to be made, is the ol1ject of this article. 
I. Before leaving home, provide,yourself, i.f your school is in the country, 
with a few cheap slates, some pencils and pens, a quire or two of paper an'd a 
few crayons. You may find the school·house and your pupils well provided 
vrith m\lterials, and you may not. Any lack of materi;11 may be a serious 
hindranc'e, and one not easily remedied. In the country it is not ~lway~ ~asy 
or convenient to send to town for needed materials at once. Hmdrance of 
your work the first week may start you on the way to failure;. The; invc;s~­
ment of a dollar may give you a good start on the road to success. Pupils 
need not learn to depend upon you for materials, as some may fear. . 
: 2. If you can, go to your field of labor sqme days b!=fore the term is to 
commence. ' This will show interest in your work, and will aid in making an 
impression favorable to you. When you g~! there, do not mope, do not,l?af . 
Do not .say too much about what y.ou expect 'to do: 'n et your movements 
show that you have' come to do some/king, and that yon have a pretty good 
idea what it is. Do not pretend, however. Your object in being there is .to 
prepare to open your school Visit the school premises. Become familiar 
,!it.h them .. If there be.anything that you can do to make them more ~o y?ur 
!lkmg, do It. . It may ram on the first 1Il0rning, so get the wood and kmdhn~ 
mto tl;!.e butldmg. Look up the register. Study it' and the report of yoUr 
predecessor. Oiitline a plan of work for the first day. Preparation prod.uces 
confidence ; . confidence and evident skill command respect; Pupils admire a 
t~a~her whc;> .. kn,!~s his business." In whatever you do, be modest •. ,~,:oid ' 
g1vmg the. ImpressIOn that you think that .the district needs revoluttonlZmg, 
and that "iIU are the onel to do it. ".' .' .. 1 
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Liquid ' 
In zespohoe'to the urgent requeiits or great 
numbereofi>eoplewhoprelbr to p_.a 
Kldne,-Wort ~ prepared. the pro-
prletorII otth1a celebrated remed¥ now pre-
pare It In Uquid form 88 well aa dry. It 1a 
very ooncentrated, 1a put up In large bottles, 
andlsequallye1lia1entaatb&tputup dry tiL 
tin cans. It eaves the necess1~ otprepo.ring, 
1a Blway,. reDdy, and Is more eas11y taken by 
most people. Prioe, '1 per bottle. 
LIQUID AND DRY BOLD BY DRUGGIBTB. 
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Prop'rs. 
A Bur1\n~"n, Vt. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
PrImary, ..•• . ....• :. ., 50 I The five books sent to teach-Co~on School, . • . •... . 1.50 ers (or ClE.amination for '3.50, 
Counting-House, ....•... 3.00 but only \U reply to ""!uests 
~~I'I."". Key, ... 2.00 accompanied by the mone,. 
Spco;ia& tenus Corintroduction. _ • • .. , ; .• ' 
W. J. GILBERT, Publisher, SL Louis,lIIo; 
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CURE YOUR BACK ACHE. 
And all diseasel or the Kidne),s, Bladder and Urinary 
Organs, by weanng the 
IMPROVED EXCELSIOR KIDNEY PAD 
IT IS A MARVEL OF HEALING AND RELIEF. 
SIMPLE, SENSIBLE, DIREOT, 
PAINLESS, POWERFUL. 
It cure, where all else (ail.. A Revelation and Reyolu-
tion in Medicine. Absorption or direct application, as op. 
posed to unsatisfactory internal medicines. Send for our 
treatise 'on Kidney Troubles. sent free. Sold by druggists, 
or sent by mail, on receil, t o( price, $ • . 00. Address, 
This is the 
Original and Gen- BATES &: HANLEY. 
uine Kidney Pad. 
Ask for it and take 134 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill. 
no other. 
80 DA.YS TWL ALLOWED. 
I 
B'RYAN'S 
',ELECTRIC BELT-· 
Fon BIDUING Tft& BUKAN ORGANISM WITH 
NEW LIFE, HEALTH and STRENGTH. 
6. Self-Curative for HenGu, Ohromo ell OrsuIo DIIeueL 
. Approved and recommencltd by 1M NOIt Bminaat 
.Authority, and endqr.ed by Co"'''nc&ng 
Tuti""",y 01 thOle ",/10 Mile _d tTItM. 
'W'ITHOUT MEDICINES 
They eJlectuaUy cur. aU' tho.e dera"l1emenll arinn, 
from a lou of Yital F~ meA /II 
Nenous Debllltr and Exhan8t1on! Dr8peP81a, Ep/ 
lepsr, Kidney Complaints, Impotency, HrsterlA, 
Spermatorrhea, LIY er Complaints, Nenou8nel8. 
Generallll Health, Wasting Away or Decline, 
Urlna'rr Dlse~ Lumbago, Neuralgia, 
Costivenel8l, Organic lfeUDeSB, Spinal Troubles, ~'em.le Dllorden, Heart Dl •• 
eaSe, Lung DI8ea~e. Paralrsl8, PhJsl. 
eal IneaplCltj, and Prostration, 
Jlelancholla and 'Brain Tronbl~ 
JlulICular Weaknes8, LoI8 of 
Power, and Preipature Decay, 
And are elIpeolally adapted for reouperatlng tl)e 
Organism when IlIJured by Imprudence, 'Slokness, 
or Old Age. 
-----------------
'1'1u Euctro-Nagn.tiA: C'urrent,i • .,,~/ved..nthout t1at. 
aiel 0/ Yinegar or Aciel •• by the h.al and moiItur. oj 
the body. Th. Ourrent 'il cont&nuDtU and unthout 
,,"ock., and the B.U. and App/tanct. ma, be tDOr1I 
co ... tanUy without trouble or prtparalw.., And ..nth 
:",:r.ct ccmifort and pri~i . . 'J ' , 
DEPO'l\ ~ BON,D ST., N. V 
, ; 
MRS. LYDIA: E. PINKHAM. ~ 
OF LYN MASS. 
DISCOVERER 01" 
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S 
VEGE'rAELE COMPOUND. ' 
The Positive Cure 
For all Female Complaints. 
This preparation, as Its name oIgBl!lc8. consists 01 
Vegetablo Propel'tles that are barm1088 to tho moat del 
lcatelnvalld. Upon one trfal themerfts of this Com 
pound will be rocognized, as relief Is lmmedlBte I ani 
. whenltB uaels continued, in ninety-rune C8BC81n a hun 
dred. apermaneritoureIs etfectodJuthousands wlll to. 
tifT. On account of Its proven merits, It Is t<>-day re 
commended and prescrfbed by the best phyaiclana II 
the country. ' 
It will cure entirely the worst form ot fa11lD( 
,ot the utsrus, Leucorrhma, irregu1ar anll paInfu 
Menstruation, all Ovarian Tropbles, Inftammation ant 
Ulceration. VIoodlngs, all Dfsplacementz and the OOD 
,II8quelit aplnal wealmeas, and Is especially adapted t< 
the 0IuUJge of We. It will dissolve and expel tumOl1 
from the uteruslnan early stage of development. TIll 
tendency to cancerous humors there Ia ohellkeil vcr, 
IJlC8IIlly by Its u .... 
In fact I t has proyed to be the IrMt 
est and ~ remedy that has : ever besn,cllscover 
ed. It permeates I'very portion ot the eyatem, and giy .. 
new Ufeand vigOr • . Itremove8 fa1ntness,nn.tulency, de 
stroya alIcraving forJlt!mu1ant.ll,and relieve. wealm..-
of the stomach ' 
It ~ BI9&ting, Headach .... NervoUII ,Prostration 
GenerB1 Dehlllty, Bleeple8an.... Depr&lalon and Ind1 
geatlon. That fOOling of I>earlDg down, cawdng pain 
weight and backache, Is alwaya permAIiently cured 1>1 
Its use. It wIllo.t all tim .... and under all cIrcumstan 
-. act In harmony with the law that goyerna the 
femaIesyatem. . 
For,K1dneyComplaJnte of either """ this compouud 
Is unmrpassed. 
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound 
Is prepared atllSSand IIS6 Western Avenue. Lynn. Haso. 
PrIce tLoo. Bl:r bottles for 16.00. Sent bj' ma111n the 
form of pUIs. al80ln the'form of~ oh receipt 
of prfce, tLOO, per box, for either. lin. PlNXllAlI 
freely IUllnf"rs Bllletterz of inquiry. Send for P.foIIl' .) 
ph1et. Address as above Mention tM. paper. 
No fam11yshouldbewithout LYDIA Eo PINKllAlI' 
LIVER PlLL8. ~e7 cure Constipation. BllloD/lllea 
..ndTorpld1tyottheUver. 26 cents per bozo 
MORRISON, PLUMMER & CO., Ohioago. DI. 
, , 
PENSIONS! 
Any wound or injury, or any. diseale, however,light.the 
disability, entitle. a loldi .. of Ihe late war to .a penIIO,n. 
Thousands are yet entitled. Pension., by new law, begin ; 
back at day of dIscharge. Widow'I, children und'er 16 yean, 
dependent mothe .... Calhers, also brothers and sisten under 
~21 .years, are entitled to a pension. Pension laws~are now 
more liberal than formerly. and many are entitled to betler 
rates. Many are yet entItled to bounty and do not know 
it. 
I will procure patents Cor inventors, both in, thil counuy 
and in Europe. , • • . t ' 
ApPLY AT ONCE. • 
Having had .everal, year.' expernence in th.e,largest Law,1 
and Claim O~ce.in Washington. D. C" I guar~!,~ee. lllt~ • • 
faction and a savInI[ to you (·f two thre months time iliall 
by corresponding WIth an attorney !It Wasbington. 
Send two stamps for pensioil'1lnd bounty law. ' .. 
Address' TAYLOR FITZGE'RALB, Attorney. at r.. ... . 
and U. S. Clal}ll '.Aceat,lock.bOx: 168, WINFJIIU), lCwIsU. : 
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3. On the first morning be the first per~on on the premi~es. or at least, in 
the school.house. Be busy. Let your pupiIs then and there learn a lesson 
of industry. If YOllcan read pupils, you ,can Rick out one or more who may 
possibly give you trouble du~ing the term. If you can do so without too 
plain ellort. get such to do something for you. Do not talk very much. 
4. Having called school a few minutes before, at precisely nine o'clock · 
commence work. This is to. be the first lesson in proll/plluss. Pupils usually 
show a preference for a certain seat. Let each retain the seat chosen bt 
him, with the understanding that, while the seating is wholly under your 
control, you prefer to let each one have his chosen seat until a change is 
demanded. The pupils will appreciate your consideration. 
Do not take much time with your opening remarks. Let it be felt that you 
execute better than you talk, that your deeds excel" your promises. Get to 
work. remembering that your first work is to ucur~ cOlltrol of )'our sclzool. 
If by your acts, in pursuance of your duty. you seeure a feeling that you 
thoroughly comprehend your work, that you can see all pupils at all times, 
that you cannot be thrown off your guard, that you mean to use evelY one 
well-that is, do your duty by him-the task of controlling the school will 
not be diBicult. In all this, do not pretend; do not be rash; be prepared; 
give your duties your whole attention. 
HOW TO CONDUCT A READING CLASS. 
Every reading class is a literature class. It is not an elocution class. To 
secure good tones and inflections. give the pupils time in reading a passage 
to comprehend it. Never mind the elocution. Let it take car~ of itself. 
By artifice and variety keep the pupils for one week on a passage you have 
usually read at a lesso~. Let the whole interest and study be upon its 
thoughts and its literary mechanism. Investigate the capitals, the spell ing, 
the punctuation, the paragraphi "g. Outline it. Instead of reading let the 
pupils tdl it. Be patient here. Do 1I0t judge what can be done by the first 
attempt. Let the pupils stumble and stutter as they will. Don't scold or 
disapprove . . They are probably doing better than you could. Instead of 
reading, let the pupils bring their slates, and in five, ten, or fifteen minutes, 
write what they can rememher of the passage. Let them read their own 
efforts. Don't criticise too closely. Let the elocution.go.-"Normal Teaclur. 
, 
BOTANY FOR COMMON SCHO·OLS. 
. , 
A PLANT FROM THE SEED. 
As we have noticed that a plant usually has the three parts, root, stem and 
leaves,· and that the leaves are variable in form, we may now profitably inquire 
m.ore particQlarly in reference to each of these parts. , 
A cabbage seed placed in the ground absorbs moisture from the soil, swells, 
and from its base protrude~ a stem which lengthens both downwards and 
upwards. On the summit of the stem is borne the external coat of the seed 
that falls off when it has pushed up above the surface of the soil, and there 
are spread out two little leaves, called seed·leaves. An examination of the 
seed will show that these seed.leaves are developed from the two parts of 
which the seed is composed, and into. which it is separable, especially when 
satu~ated with water. As a more fa!Diliar example, we can, any of us, recall 
to mlDd the fact. that a bean, when water.soaked, splits into two parts; and 
we know that a bean, when vegetating, is pushed up through the soil, and the 
two halves or lobes, as they are called, spread out al)d become the seed.leaves. 
By contact with the air certain changes take place in the lobes, they expand 
and become green and serve the purposes of the plant as its first leaves. 
Between the seed.lobes, the stem pushes with a pair of true leaves. 'rn ' 
many seeds, after soaking them. WI! may see the parts that have now been de. 
scribed, the extending ster.!, the two lobes, and, often, befween the lobes nlay 
be seen the stem developing in the direction of its upright growth. This up. 
right, projecting point of the stem is called the plulIluk ' 
Beans, apple, and pumpkin seeds, that are always easily obtained, are ex. 
cellent subjects or specimens with which to demonstrate the'.condition and 
appearance of the embryo plant. From the little protruding point or stem 
at the base of the seed starts the root, and this point is called the radicl~. 
The radicle. in its growth, extends in two opposite directions upwards, form. 
i~g the stem above the surface, of th~ ground, .and dow,nwards, forming the 
root. Taken together, the stem and the rooJ con,stitute what is tetln!!d.the 
axis of the plant; it is the central line around which all the other parts of 
the plant are formed. ' . 
The lobes of the seed, which become the seed.leaves, as has been explain~d, 
are called the cotyl~dons, prono,unced co, ty·le·dons. • . 
As soon as the cabbage seed, which we first considered, has .vegetated, there 
is a perfect little p'lant consisting of a root, a stein and a pair'of seed.leaves, 
In the future growth of this plant there will be an increase of tbe root by en-
largement and branching of the stem 'by extension and enlargement, and an 
increase in the ' number and size of !lie. leaves ; in other words, the young 
plant tis it existed, immediately after germination, is complete in all its parls, 
and all fut~redevelopmentj ,¥ith the exception of that of th,e floral organs, 
is only a multiplication of the same parts; and later in our study, we shall 
learn that the exception now made of the floral organs is only apparent and 
Dot real-that they too represent" the multiplied stem and leaves in modified 
forms. The cotyledons perform anot'her 'olJjce besides that a!r«:ady noticed; 
they are really stores of nutriment which the young plant draws upon in its 
first development, and the substance of which they are composed is converted 
by vital pro,,~sses into the'other forms of the plant before root.action takes · 
plal:e'and 1l0urishm~Dt procure4 th~reb.y. j •• .•• ' • 
In the germination of many kinds of seeds, the cotyledons never rise ahove 
the surface of the soil. or fulfill the office of seed-leaves; a familiar example 
is the pea, which always remain ,in the soil. and the first leaves' are formed 
above ground on the stem at a considerable distance from the cotyledons. 
Besides examining seeds in the 
manner already proposed, it will be 
well for the learner to sow or plant 
seeds of differen t kinds. and ob. 
serve and make notes 'of the man-
ner of their I:e . mination, and thus 
acquire an accurate knowledge of" 
the eorliest stages of plant life. 
To add to the interest of any ex· 
periments of this kind, it will be 
best to sow not only such seeds as 
may be wanted for the verificaton 
of the subject now in question, but . 
some that will produce plants of a 
character that will ornament the 
r 5chool-room. The engraving here 
presented is that of a solanum. 
The plants are easily raised from 
the seed that can be; procured, at a 
cost of a few cents, from any good 
seedsman; thus. while making sci. 
entific attainments, we may also 
minister to our sense of the beau· 
tiful. The botanical name of this 
plant is solanum pseudo.capsicum nanum. The derivation of t~e name, 
solanum. is not certainly known; pseudo.capsicum means false capsIcum and 
nanum: dwarf. The fruit of this variety of solanum is bright scarlet, an.d in 
form and size it is like a small cherry, and so nearly resembles the frUIt of 
the cayenne pepper, as to have obtained its name. pseudo-capsicum, ?r!al~e 
cayenne pepper. There are many species of solanum and, the relationshIp 
of this plant will be well understood when we say that the potato, the 
tomato, a·nd the egg.plant are soJanums. Many of the solanums contain 
an active poisonous principle. 
In order to get good plants, the seed of this dwarf solanum should be sown 
not later than. Febf1!ary or March. Sowed in light soil in a box or pot in the 
house, they will soon germinate and make a steady growth through the spring 
and summer: When the plant has attained a few inches in height it should 
have its top or growing point pinched off; this will cau~e it to branch and 
make a specimen well furnished with branches. It requIres the full sunlight 
,and a plentiful supply of water during its growing stage. In autumn it will 
bloom, and set its crop of fruit, which when ripened, are the beautiful 
scarlet berries already described. The crop of fruit will remain on the plant 
through the winter. A well formed bushy plant covered with its brilliant 
fruit is an object to delight the eye in the dull season when the trees are leaf. 
less ~nd no verdure is to be seen on the face of the landscape. By a little at· 
tention of school pupils. with their efforts properly directed, a s~Bicient num. 
ber and variety of handsome plants may be reared by them durmg the sum. 
mer to make the school·room a bright and attractive place. It will be a work 
they will delight in, and it will prp,ve to them an excellent means of mental 
disci pline. 
THE COLOR LINE. 
Nothing i~ inscri'b~ more legibly upon the sibyline tables of this country 
thah the:fiat of fate that the color'line must so far disappear as to separate 
no one riom .our public school privileges because he has a black or cop-
per.colored skin. Hence, the authorities of Richmond, Indiana, are merely 
b)1tting their heads against the iron buckler of fate, when they undertake to 
carry o~t. the policy indicated iii the following paragraph taken from the 
Cincinlzati. Enfjuir~r: 
RICHMOND. December 17.-The Rev. J. M. Townsend, Secretary of th~ 
Missions of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. one of the most proml. 
nent colored men in the West, is preparing to · bring suit against the City 
School Board for refusing to admit his daughter to the Fourth Ward School. 
It is the only Public School in the city in which German is taught. He ap· 
plied for admis~ion for her on the ground that she wanted to study the Ian. 
guage, but the Principal refused to admit her because she had colored blood 
in Iier veins, and the Hoard sustained her in her action . . She represents the 
highest class of the colored people, and her case excites a good deal of in' 
terest. lIublic sentiment is largely with her, as the Board has said by its de· 
cision that one class is entitled to privileges that others are not. The fact, 
too, that whi,te children are excluded from this school who do not study Ger-
man, often putting them and their parents to mucb trouble in sending to dis. 
tant buildings, and the Board's recent action 1D employing inexperienced 
teachers from a distance, in preference to competent applicants at borne. be. 
cause, they had friends in the Board, has made that body a little unpopular of 
late. and a fight of considerable magnitude is anticipated. 
. Wanted, a business education? If you expect to make much use of it, get 
It at headquarters-H. B. Bryant's Chicago Business College. 
. Hor~ford's Acid Phosphate relieves mental and physical exhaustion, and 
gives vIgor and renewed strength to the human system when weakened ti)' 
overwork. 
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A NEW T~~~XT BOOK IN GRAMMAR. 
" . 
PRACTICAL LESSONS' IN EN'GLISH, 
By J. M. a. GILL, Supt. Schools, Detroit, Mich. 
This valuable co.ntributio.n to. the Science o.f English Grammar, is 'meeting with· remarkable favo.r amo.ng Educato.rs. The 
fact that it is the wo.rk o.f a practical teacher, who.se experience and eminent ability is' well kno.wn thro.ugho.ut the who.le co.untry, 
has induced hundreds o.f teachers to. s~nd fo.r sample co. pies, who. are no.w sendin,g to. the publishers as well as to. the autho.r, mo.re. 
favorable co.mments, ~mcl enthusiastic endo.rsements than was lo.o.ked fo.r; especially as Pro.f. GIl.L has under the head o.f 'i Non-
E6sentials," o.mitted a great deal o.f useless study which has hereto.fo.re been regarded as essentials. . 
The fo.llo.wing are the Non-Essentials omitted: . 
I. The learning of useless details, confusing distinctions and complicated ,. The incomprehensinle definition of a sentBnce and a verb unt il some: 
sub-divisions. thing is known of the powers of the latter-the vital, central and 
2. The classification of nouns, Abstrat:t nouns not mentioned, and partieip- ruling word in speech. See Art. 5. etc. 
ial nouns placed with verbals. where they. belong. Art. 624. 8. The monstrous absurdity called eonju.,<ation, with its voices, moods, per-
3. Cases. except the possessive, pp. 58, 72 and 73. sons, numbers. etc. Read the" Preface." See Chap. I, and Arts. 
4. The laws 0/ syntax. relating to nouns, because unnecessary. 535 to 554. 
S. Subordinate classes of pronouns. A pronoun -is a pronoun and nothing 9. The slavish imitation of Latin and Greek Grammars. The treatment 
more, unless conjunctive or relative. p. 77. of the language as it mighl have been. but not as it is. 
6. No sub-division of adjectives, pp. 100 to 105. The ancient puzzle of ' 10. The dull. uninteresting style that makes the study of language a bore to 
pronominal adjectives. See Lesson LXXXVIII. the pupil. 
In a measure, the bo.o.k is a " new departure," and o.n examinatio.n o.f its co.ntents insures renewed an,d unusuail interest in 
the subject o.f English Grammar, o.f which .so. much has been written, and such . wide d1fference o.f o.pinio.n prevails amo.ng alli. 
classes o.f educated peo.ple. 
Pro.f. GILL'S endeavo.r to. simplify the study, and to. embrace within the least po.ssible space, such impro.ved metho.ds 3:l)d' 
co.mprehensive illustratio.ns as shall place the science befo.re the pupil in its mo.st co.mplete and condensed fo.rm, is a convic;tio..n 
that inevitably co.mes fro.m a careful examinatio.n o.f the text. As o.ne o.f o.ur mo.st prominent educato.rs remarked, "this procrus-
tean task has been the problem of many of o.ur grammarians." . 
SAMPLE COpy MAILED TO TEACHERS ON RECEIPT .· OF T,WENTY-FIVE CENTS • 
. A. S. BAR.NES & CO.;' Publishers, . 34 & 36 MADISO'N STREET; CHICAGO" 
N. B. Messrs. A. S. Barnes & Co.., beg to. call the attentio.n of teachers to. Phillips' Writing Spellers in three num-
bers; the mo.st co.mplete system yet publisb.ed. Sample set, by mail, po.stpa~d, Twenty-five Cents. ' . , 
A COMPLETE . COURSE IN LANGUAGE LES80NS-GRAMMAR-COMPOSITION,. 
. . 
IN T"W"O BOOKS ONLY! 
GRADED LESSONS IN ENGLISH~HIGHER LESSONS IN ENGLISH 
ALONZO REED, A. M. BRAINARD KELLOGG. A. M. , 
[1fS/,..,ctD7'" i,. E"r. Gram". 17'" i,. BrDolrlylO. Colltr"" lt alOd Polylte/"ue In,llt,.I,. P7'"D/. D/ Enr. Lang,.ar' and Lit,ral,.rt in B7'"ODltl)." Colltrial, a"d PDl7ltcls"ic ["slit,.t, 
The Science of Langual/:e is made .tributary to the A~t of' Expre .. ion. The Oral Method and the Written, are 'm';,st happily combined. Every principle is developed 
inductively by Hints for Oral Instruction. The system of Picturing by DiaKram is the simple-t. most attractive. and the most elTective in u,e. The Series is c.refull.v·Graded, 10 .. 
to afford the least po'sibl~ difficulty to the young student . . The Sentences for Parsing and Analysis are selected with great care, and embrace valuable inrormation. 
( AllhOugh but recently p,\blished, this S~rie~ has been !ntroduced into th~u,ands of Schools throughout) ~ No Teacher Should Fail to Examine this Series .:a::J the Northwest; adopled '" Forty Counuel lR Cahforma; already lR use," F1fty-three Normal Schools. . : • 
GRADED LE!!JSONS IN ENGLISH, 30 CTS. HIGHER LESSONS IN ENGLISH; 60 (llTS. 
A TEXT-BOOK ON RHETORIC. 
Supplementing the development of the Science, with exhau"ive practice in Composi-
tion. A Course of Practical Lessons adapted for use in HiKh Schools and Academies, and 
in the Lower Classe. in Cullege •. 
Thi. work has grown up out of the belief that the rhetoric which the pupil needs is 
.otthat which lodges finally in the memory. but that which has worked its way down into 
his tonKue and fin&ers, enablin& him to speak and write the beller for havin& studied it. 
PRICE, .- 8S CENTS, 
T:a:O:U:SON'S NlOl"W" :u:.A .. r:a:lOl:U:A'l:'J:O~~ SlOlE.J:lOlS_ 
THE COLLEGIATE ALGEBRA. 
By JAMIIS B. THOMSON, LL. D .• and ELtHU T. QUIMBY, A. M., late Prof. of Mathe-
matici in Dartmouth College. Crown 8vo .• 346 pa&,es. . . 
\ Q- This work i. intended for·CoUe&e., Universlties, and such Educational Institutions 
aI want an advanced Algebra. 
PRICE, 81.00. 
THE ,GOVERNMENT CLASS BOOJ{: 
A Youth 's Manual of Instruction in the Principles of Constitutional Government aDd Law. 
PART 1.-- PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT. 1. General Principles of Govern-
ment. •. Government in the State. 3. The United Statel Government. 
PART 11.- PRINCIPLES OF LAW. 1. Common and Statutory Law (or Municipal 
Law). •. International Law. 
. By AND~"W W. YOUNG, author of" American Statesman." "Citl.en's MaDna! of ~Y, 
ernment and Law," 'eic., etc. New Edition, thoroughly Reviled Ily SALTatl S. CURIC-
Counsellor-at-Law. 300 pages, I.mo. ' 
, 
PRICE FOR INTRODUCTION, 85 CENTS. 
. ~ It has long been recognized !iy a large number of our "est teachers tha~ no text~ 
book is better adapted to &ive a clear and comprehensive knowledl/:e of the principles'of our 
government than the Qovernment OI&8S Book. Bllt owing to the large number of, 
1ST Y OF ROME copies of the work that ha. been printed, the electrolype plales have beeD thorollllihly worD A H . OR . ,.. out· therefore. the publi. her. avail themselves o~ the necessity of re-electrotyping the Ilook, 
to h~ve it thoroughly revised aDd put into new and better shape for class use. Amply llIuSlrated with En&ravings, Map~ and Plans. By R. F. LalGHTON, Ph. D. (LIPS.) . 
120 page. lO,no ~ It is" nmply provided with schemes for Review, Review Que.tions, and 'otlier 
PRICE, ;. • . ,, '.' - 81.20. happy ",.thod. of presenting Ihe subject in a lucid manner for the pupil aDa teacher. 
____________ ~ ____ ~ ., '. J 
CLARK & MAYNARD, PUBLISHERS, 
. , 
. NEW YO.B& CITY. 
J . . D. \jVILL~AMS, .~qENT ~OR THE NbRTH:WE~T.: 
, . 68 JlA..DIJiON IiTREET, CHICA.GO. ILI.. I 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
Ginn & Heath have brought out Hudson's new edition of Shakespeare's 
King Jolin, in cloth. Already they have published in this series of I' anno-
tated English classics," the following plays in cloth, 6S cts. each: Ham/~t, 
Rickard II., Madutll, King L~ar Julius CtZsar, M~rckant of Vmiu, TM 
T~mput, Muck Ado, ~tc., Midsummer Night's j)r~am, As You Lik~ It, 
Twd[tll Night, King John, Winter's Ta/~, Richard III. Ten more will be 
issued in this form during the next four months. 
Volumes Vr.-XIX. of the Harvard Edition of Hudson's Shakespeare 
have come to hand, published by Ginn & Heath, of Boston. This is the 
latest, the neatest, and probably the best edition of Shakespeare for the gen. 
eral use of school or library. It is abundantly supplied with foot notes and 
notes of a critical character, written with the care and precision which have 
secured for Professor Hudson the foremost place among' American commen-
tators of the great poet. The works will be contained in twenty volumes, 
and the set, when complete, will form a 'most valuable acquisition to any 
library. 
PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 
PRACTICAL KINDERGARTEN LESSONS. 
TWELFTH GIFT. 
HY MRS. A. B. SCOTT. 
Following the straight line, the stick, and the curved line, the ring, is the 
pliable line, the thread. This, on account of its pliability, can be used more 
satisfactorily than either of the others to represent outline drawinli of a gen-
eral character. 
~rcebel obtained his idea of this gift from seeing children playing with 
stnngs upon their fingers. He devised and systematized new games with the 
threa~ a~d made it one of his kindergarten gifts. 
. ThiS gift may be made amusing and instructive, either in the family circle, 
the kindergarten or the primary school; especially, as the material is easil v 
procured. Given a slate and pencil for each child, and a small part of the 
con!ents of an ordinary boy's pocket, and your kindergarten or school is 
~Ulpped ~or work. , Take a piece of common wrapping cord, (single zephyr 
IS more phable and consequently more suitable,) from six to twelve inches in 
l~?gth, the ends knotted together in a smooth knot and the cord saturated 
wlth.wa~er;. wet the slate and arrange the cord on this in any desired form, 
~,?Vtng It wlt~ the pencil until a satisfactory figure is obtained. Forms of 
obJec~ the .chlld s~es around him may be pictured in outline; furniture, 
bUII~tngs, birds, ammals, fishes, and especially leaves, flowers and fruits. The 
outlt!les of all of t.he plane geometrical forms may be made. Using a geo. 
metncal form to start from, beautiful symmetrical forms ~re developed. For 
example: take a square for the given ground form; then, with the pencil, 
have the child, as in illustration here shown, shove the corners a half inch 
0)' an inch toward the center, first one corner, then its opposite, diagonally, 
&Do~her .comer and its opposite, and a new symme~rical form is the result. 
Agam, shove each comer as before, another new form. So continue the moving 
until the corners touc~ in the center. The middle of the edges, instead of 
the corners, may be treated in a similar manner, or both corners and edges 
may be moved toward the center. These forms may then be retraced step by 
step, until t~e original is regained, or they may be changed into other forms. 
A circle. eqUIlateral triangle, or any of the other plane geometrical forms may 
be used as a starting point. They may be preserved by drawing the pencil 
around them, and when the slate dries they can be seen. 
After the preliminary instruction is given, the child may be encouraged to 
find his own designs. . ' 
In the use of this, and the two previous gifts, tbe child's hand, eye, mind, 
artistic taste, sense of the beautiful, Plltience and perseverance must · all be 
exercised; and as disciplinarians in habits of order and ne~tness, they are 
invaluable. . 
A MERRY CHRISTMAS. 
Now the hills are white with snow, 
And the North winds coldly blow; 
Yet the winter sunbeams shine 
'Mid the holly and the pine ;_ , 
E'en the birds chirp out with cheer, 
Now that Christmas day is here. 
DRESSING MARY ANN. 
She came to me one Christmas day, 
In paper, with a card to say: 
I, From Santa.Claus and Uncle John," 
And not a stitch the child had on ! 
" I'll dress you, never mind," said' I, 
" And brush your hair; now don't you cry ! .. 
First, I made her little hose, 
And shaped them nicely 'at the toes. 
Next I made a petticoat, 
And put a chain around her throat. 
Then when she shivered, I made haste, 
And cut her out an underwaist. 
And then I named her" Mary Ann," 
And gave the dear a paper fan. 
Next, I made a pretty dress,-
It took me 'most a week, I guess. 
Next, I made a velvet sacque, 
That fitted nicely in the back. 
Then I trimmed a lovely hat,-
Oh, how sweet she looked in that! 
And, I declare, that wasn't all ; 
I bought her next a parasol! 
She looked so grand when she was dressed, 
You really never would have guessed 
How very plain she s'eemed to be 
The day when first she came to me. 
A SPLENDID GAME. 
A hungry spider made a web 
.Of thread, so very. fine 
Your tiny fingers scarce could feel 
The Htd." slender line. 
Round about, and round about, 
And round about it spu.n, 
Straight across_and back again, _ 
Until the web was done. 
Oh, what a pretty shining web 
It was when 'it was done! 
The li'ttle flies ail 'came to see 
It hanging in the sun. 
Round about, and round about, 
And round about they danced; 
Across the wt!b and back again 
They darted and they glanced. 
The hungry spider sat and watched 
The happy little flies ; 
It saw· all around about its head, 
It had so many eyes. 
Round about, and round about, 
And r.ound about they go, 
Across the web and back again, 
Now high again, now low . 
.. I am hungry, ;'ery hungry," 
Says the !pider to the;fly, . 
" If you would come into my house, 
We'd eat some, you and 1." 
But round about, and round about, 
And round about once more, 
Across the web and back again 
_They fli~ted!-s bc:fore: . 
For all the flies were much too wise 
To venture near the &pider, 
They flapped their little wings, and flew 
In Circles rather wider. 
Round 'about, and round about, 
And round about went they, 
Across the web and back again, 
And then they flew away • . 
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